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 Discover PlanToys®

The story of PlanToys began back in 1981, with a 
sustainable mind, looking at ways to preserve our 
world. Furthermore, we aim to continually provide 
support to help make the world a better place. For 
over 37 years now, it has been our constant belief that 
children are the real force behind this mission. 

Therefore, our goal is to produce well-designed toys 
that help enhance the development of children from 
0 to 5 years old, as these first five formative years 
are absolutely critical for their growth, and to nurture 
them with a freedom of play and a closer relationship 
to nature. We want our children to grow up with a 
passion to respect and preserve natural resources for 
future generations.

mind

Our Sustainable Way
With a strong mission to create a sustainable 
world, we at PlanToys are determined to conduct 
our business with careful consideration for the 
environment, while focusing on safety as well 
as the personal development that children will 
derive from our toys. The story of PlanToys is 
defined by our Sustainable Way, the three pillars 

of how we do business.

Sustainable Mind 
Sustainable Material

Sustainable Manufacturing

We have seen the results of our efforts and know 
that our children will grow up with the knowledge 
and values to respect and preserve natural 
resources for future generations. For 37 years, 
PlanToys has gained recognition globally through 
our philosophies and beautifully crafted wooden 
toys. As a result, we truly believe our outcome is

“Better Kids, Better World”

We are mindful about people,
planet, and profit.
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Meanwhile, we try to develop the safest processes that 
cause minimal or no effects to our staff, consumers, 
the environment, and the world. Additionally, we 
promote equivalent opportunities for employment 
and welfare to people including those with disabilities 
since we see potential in them. A part of the profit 
we get, after distribution, is used for corporate social 
responsibility activities we hold domestically and 
internationally.

PlanNeramit
PlanToys aims not only to create educational and 
developmental toys for children, but also to encourage 
them to enjoy hands-on experiences while playing. 
Therefore, we established “PlanNeramit”, a creative 
playhouse and children’s theatre where families can 

enjoy play-based learning together, driven by the 
concept of “I play, therefore I learn.”
 
Each month, we come up with a “PlanToys Play Day” 
with a variety of fun and practical activities to support 
all aspects of child development, including physical, 
intellectual, social and emotional as well as fostering 
knowledge about the environment. We motivate 
parents to participate in activities along with their 
little ones and teach them together, since we believe 
that this really serves to strengthen family bonds.
 
Healthy active play, enjoyable shows at the children’s 
theatre, and creative arts and crafts are awaiting you 
at our Bangkok headquarters. Please feel free to take 
a tour first at the PlanNeramit Facebook page

We are mindful about people,
planet, and profit.
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 Discover PlanToys®

We select sustainable

 Natural Rubber

This year, we are excited to bring you the official launch of 
our new sustainable material, natural rubber! We have now 
achieved our goal of utilizing every part of the rubber tree. 
From latex to branches, everything is valuable to us. Our 
Research & Development team has been researching and 
experimenting with various formulae before discovering 
the safest material for our children, toy makers, and the 
environment. We are aware of children’s behaviors, knowing 
that they love exploring and discovering new things around 
them. Therefore, we make safety our top priority.

Our rubber toys are made of 100% natural rubber. Every 
single drop of milky fluid is harvested from Hevea or rubber 

materials

trees in Trang Province, Thailand. As well as giving us a great 
opportunity to provide local neighbours with employment 
opportunities, we can also add even more value to the 
rubber trees.
 
Not only are we concerned about safety, but we also take 
a child’s development into consideration. Natural rubber 
helps stimulate tactile skills for children as they experience 
all different types of surfaces whether they are rubber, 
wood, or fabric. We hope that every single one of our toys 
will give children maximum joy and fun.  
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We diligently and constantly search for sustainable 
materials that meet our needs to protect everyone 
involved. As a result, PlanToys became the first company 
in the world to manufacture toys from rubberwood. 
However, we never cut down a single tree for production. 
Instead, we take piles of rubberwood from rubber trees 
that no longer produce latex, normally scheduled to be 
burned, to make toys for children. All materials used, 
from the product itself to our packaging, are safe and 
sustainable. We use organic pigments, water-based dyes, 
and non-formaldehyde glue for our toys, while using  
eco-fibre paper and soy ink for printed materials. 
Additionally, 73% of the resources we use are from within 
a 30 km radius around our factory, located in the Southern 
Province of Trang, Thailand, to reduce energy consumption.

We manufacture our toys with love through eco-friendly 
processes at every single stage of production. Our sustainable 
manufacturing is focused on reducing environmental impacts 
while meeting, and often exceeding, safety standards set 
globally. Moreover, we have been researching new innovations 
to continually improve our processes for energy efficiency.

manufacturing

We think deeply about every 
process of
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 Discover PlanToys®

1993
Recycled and recyclable packaging
We start using recycled paper for our packaging and 
printed materials.

1994
Water-based and non-toxic dyes
No chemical dyes containing lead or any other heavy 
metals are used with our solid wood products.

 

1997
The starting of Sarnsaeng-Arun Cultural 
and Environmental Foundation
Under Sarnsaeng-Arun Foundation, there are a public 
library, a park, a hermitage and a magazine which 
highlights green and healthy lifestyle.

Chemical-free and kiln-dried process

1999
The first launch of Dancing Alligator 

ISO 9001: Quality Management System
The first wooden toy manufacturer in Thailand to acquire 
the world-class Quality Management Standard 
Certification for product quality and excellence in 
customer service.

1981 
The first company in the world to manufacture 
toys from sustainable rubberwood
We never cut down a single tree for production. We 
added value to rubber trees that no longer produce 
latex, normally scheduled to be burned, by using them 
to make toys for children.

1982 
ASTM & EN71
All PlanToys products not only meet the standards; 
they exceed international safety standards including 
ASTM (USA) and EN71 (Europe).

Introduce Preschool in the market
PlanToys breaks into new overseas markets to target 
preschoolers. Taking the Geometric Sorting Board as 
an example, the toy attracts customers with its 
simplicity while providing children with a wide variety 
of child development.

1990
The first prefabricated dollhouse in 
the world
This contemporary My First Dollhouse comes with a 
prefabricated design, allowing customers to assemble 
the dollhouse with only 10 screws.

2005
Non-formaldehyde materials

2006
Soy Ink
Instead of standard chemical ink, we use biodegradable 
and eco-friendly soy ink for our printed materials.

2008
Solar Energy
Solar energy is used for generating electricity at 
the PlanToys Children Museum in order to reduce 
electricity usage and our carbon footprint.

Plan Brings Smiles Project 
Together with our valued distributors, PlanToys works 
on designing and producing a collection of toys for 
children with special needs. These adaptive toys help 
enhance the development of children with cerebral 
palsy, autism, and visual impairment, while bringing 
tremendous happiness to them.

Children and Community Club
Started in Trang Province, Thailand, the club encourages 
children to join out-of-classroom activities to gain 
hands-on experiences which are beneficial to their 
learning developments.

2009
Green Dollhouse with Furniture

2010
FSC Chain of Custody Certification
PlanToys gets this certification for FSC-certified material 
from the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). This 
certification is granted to a company that sources its 
wood products from well-managed forests. A certified 
company is also audited for its inventory, manufacturing 
practices, sales, invoicing and record keeping procedures.

2011
The launch of PlanWood™
With the goal of participating in a zero waste program, 
PlanToys comes up with the new eco-friendly innovation 
of grinding surplus sawdust and wood chips from the 
production using a thermal process to form shapes. This 
new material “PlanWood” allows us to create several 
unique designs of toys while helping to reduce the 
amount of carbon dioxide emission.

Organic pigments

Mom-Made Toys Project
This year marks the 30th anniversary of PlanToys; 
therefore, we established the Mom-Made Toys project 
as a way to give back to society. Along with mothers of 
children with special needs, PlanToys designs and 
produces a series of toys to help enhance the development 
of children with special needs including cerebral palsy, 
autism, and visual impairment.

Build-a-Robot

2000
PlanToys Children Museum
  

Road & Rail 
PlanToys enters a new market with the goal of targeting 
boys. We launch Road & Rail products, making us a 
trend leader in road and rail design.

2002
Tower Pounding
The first PlanToys product to win the Red Dot Award 
from Germany.  

ISO 14001: 
Environmental Management System

2003
OHSAS 18001: Occupational Health 
and Safety Management Certification 
This certification ensures a safe and healthy work 
environment for employees both in the office and the 
factory. 

2004
SA8000: Social Accountability
International Certification
The first wooden toy manufacturer to acquire SA8000 
which emphasizes international human rights. We 
support self-sustainable development, fair wages, no 
discrimination and no child labour.

Plan Loves Forests Program 
(Reforestation Program)

2018
Pastel Collection
We launch a pastel collection of toys to not only be educational 
toys but also a home decoration.

Good Toy Award Japan 2018
Gears & Puzzles - Deluxe, Jumping Acrobat, Weightlifting 
Acrobat  & Clapping Roller

PlanNeramit

2019
100% Natural Rubber

The 20th Anniversary of Dancing Alligator 

PlanToys is the first manufacturer who uses 
E-zero certified material such as plywood 
and E0 glue instead of traditional toxic wood 
glue to prevent children from coming into 
contact with toxic chemicals. A key to this 
success derives from the cooperation between 
PlanToys and Kasetsart University and the 
National Science and Technology Develop-
ment Agency.

0-5 years :
Growing from seedlings

into rubber trees

After 25 years :
In their final stage, farmers will 
stop adding fertilizer to the soil 
3 years prior to removing 
rubber trees in order to save 
cost. This procedure will 
naturally clean up chemicals in 
the rubberwood before it is 
used for toy production.

5-25 years :
During this time, farmers 

do latex harvesting. 
Usually, the main benefit 

of a rubber tree is in its 
latex since its price is 

higher than the price of 
rubberwood.

Located in Trang Province, Thailand, 
the museum displays fascinating toys 
from around the world that are made 
of dif ferent materials as well as a 
timeline of PlanToys products since day 
one. Children and their families will get 
hands-on experience and educational 
fun from visiting this museum.

We previously used non-toxic chemicals to 
preserve the quality of wood in order to ensure 
safety for consumers and the environment in our 
first decade. In 1997, we discovered a more 
environmentally-friendly method to maintain 
wood quality. We use chemical-free and kiln-dried 
processes to gradually eliminate moisture content 
from rubberwood, making it durable in different 
conditions. The process helps reduce weevil 
problems since there is a high carbohydrate 
content in rubberwood.

Along with other members of the Plan Group, we start an 
annual reforestation with the common goal of preserving 
and rehabilitating watershed forests while cultivating 
environmental awareness and accountability.

We launch a Green Dollhouse as a 
tool to teach children about green 
energy and eco-friendly activities. 
The dollhouse comes with energy 
efficient designs including an electric 
inverter, an adjustable blind, a wind 
turbine, a solar cell panel, a rain barrel, 
a bio facade, and recycling bins.

Adjustable 
Solar Cell Panel

Shade Canopy Green Space

Green Facade 
or Green Wall

Recycling Area

Vertical-Axis 
Wind Turbine

We receive the Environmental 
Management standard for our 
environmental responsibilities.

2012
Microwave technology
We make use of microwave technology in our manufacturing 
process as part of our goal to keep weevils out of 
rubberwood toys with the cooperation of the successful 
study of Asst. Prof. Dr. Mudtorlep Nisoa, Supervisor of 
Plasma Technology for the Agricultural Applications 
Research Laboratory at Walailak University, Thailand.

Biomass gasification power plant

2014
Water Play
We are the first to invent wooden toys that can be 
played with in water. Since every PlanWood product 
needs to pass a thermal process to form its shape, it 
has a higher density than solid wood - making it a 
perfect material for water.

2015
PlanHome™

Red Dot Design Award from Germany
Table & Chair - Green
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indoors.

PlanHome™ is launched into the market 
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own. The products are also multifunctional, 
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Our PlanWood Dancing Alligator produces 
a carbon dioxide emission footprint which 
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Unlike solid wood, organic 
pigments are used in our 
PlanWood material which is 
friendly to children and the 
environment.

Featuring a modern design aesthetic, 
Build-A-Robot is designed specifically to 
address the needs of children with Autism 
Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The primary 
function aims to support the ability to 
identify emotions while the secondary one 
aims to enhance children's sensory and 
fine motor skills.

Good Design Award
USA

German Design Prize
(Deutscher Designpreis

Holzspielzeug)
Germany

Good Toy Award by
Good Toy Association

Japan

Good Toy Award
Thailand

Harper’s Bazaar
Junior Toy Awards
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Balancing Cactus is selected by JIDA Design Museum Selection 
Vol.18 in 2016, making it the most award and recognition winning 
product of PlanToys. The other awards and recognitions it has got 
are German Design Prize, Good Toy Award Japan, Good Toy Award 
Japan, spiel gut, and Harper’s Bazaar Junior Toy Awards.
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on designing and producing a collection of toys for 
children with special needs. These adaptive toys help 
enhance the development of children with cerebral 
palsy, autism, and visual impairment, while bringing 
tremendous happiness to them.

Children and Community Club
Started in Trang Province, Thailand, the club encourages 
children to join out-of-classroom activities to gain 
hands-on experiences which are beneficial to their 
learning developments.

2009
Green Dollhouse with Furniture

2010
FSC Chain of Custody Certification
PlanToys gets this certification for FSC-certified material 
from the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). This 
certification is granted to a company that sources its 
wood products from well-managed forests. A certified 
company is also audited for its inventory, manufacturing 
practices, sales, invoicing and record keeping procedures.

2011
The launch of PlanWood™
With the goal of participating in a zero waste program, 
PlanToys comes up with the new eco-friendly innovation 
of grinding surplus sawdust and wood chips from the 
production using a thermal process to form shapes. This 
new material “PlanWood” allows us to create several 
unique designs of toys while helping to reduce the 
amount of carbon dioxide emission.

Organic pigments

Mom-Made Toys Project
This year marks the 30th anniversary of PlanToys; 
therefore, we established the Mom-Made Toys project 
as a way to give back to society. Along with mothers of 
children with special needs, PlanToys designs and 
produces a series of toys to help enhance the development 
of children with special needs including cerebral palsy, 
autism, and visual impairment.

Build-a-Robot

2000
PlanToys Children Museum
  

Road & Rail 
PlanToys enters a new market with the goal of targeting 
boys. We launch Road & Rail products, making us a 
trend leader in road and rail design.

2002
Tower Pounding
The first PlanToys product to win the Red Dot Award 
from Germany.  

ISO 14001: 
Environmental Management System

2003
OHSAS 18001: Occupational Health 
and Safety Management Certification 
This certification ensures a safe and healthy work 
environment for employees both in the office and the 
factory. 

2004
SA8000: Social Accountability
International Certification
The first wooden toy manufacturer to acquire SA8000 
which emphasizes international human rights. We 
support self-sustainable development, fair wages, no 
discrimination and no child labour.

Plan Loves Forests Program 
(Reforestation Program)

2018
Pastel Collection
We launch a pastel collection of toys to not only be educational 
toys but also a home decoration.

Good Toy Award Japan 2018
Gears & Puzzles - Deluxe, Jumping Acrobat, Weightlifting 
Acrobat  & Clapping Roller

PlanNeramit

2019
100% Natural Rubber

The 20th Anniversary of Dancing Alligator 

PlanToys comes up with the idea of transforming 
the raw materials of rubber trees, including roots 
and slabs, into fuel gas to generate electricity, 
with a generation capacity of 5 MW, to supply the 
factory and sell to the electricity authority in Trang 
in order to supply nearby communities.

PlanToys aims not only to create educational and 
developmental toys for children, but also to encourage 
them to enjoy hands-on experiences while playing. 
Therefore, we established “PlanNeramit”, a creative 
playhouse and children’s theatre where families 
can enjoy play-based learning together, driven by 
the concept of “I play, therefore I learn.”

Our rubber toys are made of 100% natural 
rubber with the safest formula for our 
children, toy makers, and the environment. 
We see how important play is and want 
to provide children with the ultimate fun; 
therefore, our products are made to suit 
to all weather conditions and children can 
enjoy playing with them both outdoors and 
indoors.

PlanHome™ is launched into the market 
with the concept of encouraging children 
to imagine and create a home of their 
own. The products are also multifunctional, 
allowing children to experience these 
product in a multitude of ways while giving 
them a chance to live close to nature.

Our PlanWood Dancing Alligator produces 
a carbon dioxide emission footprint which 
is 46% less than the solid wood version.

Unlike solid wood, organic 
pigments are used in our 
PlanWood material which is 
friendly to children and the 
environment.

Featuring a modern design aesthetic, 
Build-A-Robot is designed specifically to 
address the needs of children with Autism 
Spectrum Disorder (ASD). The primary 
function aims to support the ability to 
identify emotions while the secondary one 
aims to enhance children's sensory and 
fine motor skills.

Good Design Award
USA

German Design Prize
(Deutscher Designpreis

Holzspielzeug)
Germany

Good Toy Award by
Good Toy Association

Japan

Good Toy Award
Thailand

Harper’s Bazaar
Junior Toy Awards

2012
Microwave technology
We make use of microwave technology in our manufacturing 
process as part of our goal to keep weevils out of 
rubberwood toys with the cooperation of the successful 
study of Asst. Prof. Dr. Mudtorlep Nisoa, Supervisor of 
Plasma Technology for the Agricultural Applications 
Research Laboratory at Walailak University, Thailand.

Biomass gasification power plant

2014
Water Play
We are the first to invent wooden toys that can be 
played with in water. Since every PlanWood product 
needs to pass a thermal process to form its shape, it 
has a higher density than solid wood - making it a 
perfect material for water.

2015
PlanHome™

Red Dot Design Award from Germany
Table & Chair - Green

Balancing Cactus is selected by JIDA Design Museum Selection 
Vol.18 in 2016, making it the most award and recognition winning 
product of PlanToys. The other awards and recognitions it has got 
are German Design Prize, Good Toy Award Japan, Good Toy Award 
Japan, spiel gut, and Harper’s Bazaar Junior Toy Awards.
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 Discover PlanToys®

Child Development
The earlier you learn about child development, the earlier you are able to give your 
children their first learning experiences. It is crucial to have someone support them 
through these learning stages, especially during the first five formative years, when 
their brains are developing at a rapid rate. Let’s find out some information about the 

development of children at each age and enrich their growth even more.

During the first six months, your babies start to grow up and develop their skills very quickly. 
Parents can clearly observe the point at which babies begin their physical development, 
especially their fine motor skills. This happens when they try to grab or hold objects. They 
learn how to control muscles. Moreover, they start to understand sensory stimulation and 
express both their physical and emotional needs to parents.

Focus on objects

Physical

Look & play with toys

Social & Emotional

Laugh when playing, 
smile to parent, cry vigorously

Language

Put things in their mouths, 
touch things with their hands

Intellectual

0-6
months
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Between the ages of one and two, children’s physical development starts to become very 
apparent to parents. This period is a huge change for your little ones since they are beginning 
to leave the babyhood stage and become toddlers. They have gained many new skills and 
have a high level of energy. They can move faster and faster every day and require less 
support from you in order to walk. Additionally, they discover their independence while 
recognizing the need for security. They also love imitation through both sounds and actions. 
Discovering their surroundings is still their favorite hobby. They are eager to learn more about 
the activities that make up their daily routine, for example, taking off clothes and socks.

Between the sixth and twelfth months, they become little explorers who are always 
curious. They are motivated to discover their world by crawling around and grabbing 
objects within their reach. Their surroundings are very attractive to them as they are eager 
to make new discoveries. They love making sounds while sitting on the floor. Sucking and 
biting toys are also favorite pastimes since their first tooth is coming through. Soon they 
will be able to bite and chew soft foods.

Walk on their own

Grasp toys & try to stand

Repeat actions they enjoy

Play alone with toys

Repeat adults’ last words

Enjoy communicating
with sounds

Use trial & error 
to learn about objects

Explore the environment

6-12
months

12-18
months
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 Discover PlanToys®

Develop hand-eye coordination Play alone, yet near familiar adults

Make short sentencesCompare & order objects

Practice body balance Recognize emotions

Speak in sentencesLearn to solve problems

At this age, your toddlers will make significant improvements not only physically, but also 
intellectually and emotionally. Their walking, running and climbing skills improve dramatically, 
and this is when a whole new sense of independence emerges. As your toddlers continue to 
explore the world, you may see them watch and imitate you as well as others. At this point, 
they probably prefer playing alone to playing in groups. However, socialization is important 
for children to develop socially and emotionally; therefore, introducing them to new friends 
is a good idea.

In this stage, they are neither babies nor children. Familiarly known as the “Terrible Twos”, 
this in-between stage can be frustrating for parents. Some children may not follow your 
instructions but they still depend on you for love and approval. Emotions are difficult for 
toddlers to control: they can be temperamental. Their moods can change within a short 
period of time. The best way to deal with them is to allow them to be adventurous when 
appropriate but provide consistent guidelines for acceptable behaviors. Soon they will 
understand the differences between good and bad or right and wrong.

2-3
years

18-24
months
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Strengthen gross and fine motor skills Identify & express emotions

Use longer sentences to describe thingsDevelop planning & logical thinking

Three year olds are the right age to join kindergarten, and may already have attended a playgroup or preschool.  It is the perfect time to try a group activity. Children 
this age start to understand and develop social skills. They always enjoy making friends with other children and can play together. These children are entering the 
peak time for pretend play and like to use imaginary toys. By three years of age, they are extremely active and make considerable progress with their gross and 
fine motor skills. They can balance briefly on one foot, stand up and down on their tiptoes, and improve their fine motor skills in order to do things like drawing with 
a crayon. By this time, they are starting to show great interest in and ability with numbers, counting, and the alphabet.

3
years and up
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 Discover PlanToys®

World Class Recognition 
PlanToys is a source of creative satisfaction around the world.  Here are awards that testify to our success:

2018 Winner Awards

Jumping Acrobat
Good Toy Award 2018,
Japan

Weightlifting Acrobat
Good Toy Award 2018,
Japan

14



Gears & Puzzles – Deluxe
Good Toy Award 2018,
Japan

Clapping Roller
Good Toy Award 2018,
Japan

15



With unique and functionally-designed 
PlanHome products, your child can begin 
to imagine and create a home of their own. 
Careful strategy is invested in the creation and 
manufacturing of these wooden products - 
with hopes that your child can experience 
imaginative play safely while also developing 
coordination, fine motor, mathematical and 
social skills.

PlanHome multifunctional products invite 
little ones to experience these product in a 
multitude of ways - encouraging them to write 
with, draw on, carry, push and pull them. Our 
Table & Chair, Wagon, Piggy Bank and more 
help to make your house feel more like home. 
After all, it is the little details and quirks of 
your indoor space that bring comfort, warmth 
and personality to the walls and rooms. What 
kind of home will your child create with these 
special PlanHome products?

Let your little ones help

turn your house
into a home

16



PlanHomeTM

Let your little ones help

turn your house
into a home
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Can write with chalk

8605
Round Table
Spend qual i t y t ime wi th th is Round Table! Our 
multifunctional table is perfect for active toddlers. They 
can use it for studying or doing other activities. Kids can 
use chalk to write on the desktop and the storage in the 
middle can be used for keeping their stationery or toys. 
(Chalk not included)

Product : cm Ø55.5 x 30.0 
        inch Ø21.9 x 11.8

3-6y
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Can write with chalk

8703
Table & Chair - Black
With a sleek bent wood design, our multifunctional 
table is perfect for the active toddler. There are 2 
compartments for storage, sturdy support and a desk 
top that toddlers can draw on with chalk as well.  The 
chair also has a bent wood design that contours nicely to 
little bodies. This set includes a table and a chair. 
(Chalk not included)

Product : cm 58.0 x 44.7 x 43.9 
                inch 22.8 x 17.6 x 17.3 (table)  
               (height from floor to under desk : cm 35.6, inch 14) 

  cm 29.9 x 27.5 x 35.4 
        inch 11.8 x 10.8 x 14.0 (chair)

3-6y

8701
Chair
This chair is perfect for little bodies. The sleek, contouring 
bent wood design and sturdiness allows for a child to sit 
comfortably.

Product : cm 29.9 x 27.5 x 35.4 
       inch 11.8 x 10.8 x 14.0 
  (height from floor to seat : cm 21.6, inch 8.5)  
  (seat size : inch 7.0d x 9.5w)

3-6y
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8705 8706

Detail

Page 1 of 2M - EN - 0001 REV - 01

1

2

3

1

Instruction
To be assembled by adults only

High Chair

3

2

Option 1

Option 2

b

c

B

C

B  x 2 C  x 2 a  x 4 b  x 4 c  x 1

a
c

A

PUSH

CLICK

A  x 1

PUSH SIDE BUTTON
TO ADJUST THE BELT

As your child grows, you can adjust the 

seatbelt and change the position of the 

footrest by unscrewling and just

turning to another side.

For 6m-18m

For 18m-3y

(Lower Footrest)

Turn upside down on the edge of a table

for easier screwing/unscrewing.

Tighten/loosen the waist and crotch belts 

by adjusting the lenght of straps.

PUSH

Adjustable Footrest
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seatbelt and change the position of the 

footrest by unscrewling and just
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(Lower Footrest)

Turn upside down on the edge of a table

for easier screwing/unscrewing.

Tighten/loosen the waist and crotch belts 

by adjusting the lenght of straps.

PUSH

8705 High Chair - Orange
8706 High Chair - Black
Give your child an enjoyable seat for mealtime with the 
family! This high chair has a unique bent-wood design 
allowing a perfect fit for the lively toddler. As your child 
grows, you can adjust the seat belt and change the 
position of the footrest by unscrewing and just turning 
to another side.

Product : cm 59.5 x 59.5 x 83.3 
               inch 23.4 x 23.4 x 32.7 
  (height from floor to seat : cm 55.9, inch 22)

6m-3y

For 6m - 18m For 18m - 3y
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8611 8612 8613

Can write with chalk

8617
A 4-Flower-Pot Set 
Grow and take care of your plants with PlanHome™           
A 4-Flower-Pot Set, which include 4 dif ferent color       
f lower pots, a trowel and a hand fork.

Product : cm 9.9 x 9.9 x 7.9  
       inch 3.9 x 3.9 x 3.1 (flower pot)

8619 
Wagon - Black 
Your kids will enjoy collecting things and moving them 
around the house with our Wagon! they can even create 
a wagon train with multiple wagons laced together with 
the rope. 

Product : cm 24.9 x 35.6 x 20.1 
        inch 9.8 x 14.0 x 7.9

3-6y

8611 Piggy Bank - White
8612 Piggy Bank - Pink
8613 Piggy Bank - Black

These simple and beautiful piggy banks will help your 
ch i ld about f inancia l d isc ip l ine and encourage 
mathematical, fine motor, and social skills. 
Product : cm 10.7 x 10.7 x 11.0  
                inch 4.2 x 4.2 x 4.3

3y+
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Fun on the Go

When it comes time to leave the house, does your child wish to take the entire 
toy or game set that they are enjoying with them in the car? Every parent has 
been here at some point. Sometimes this is not feasible, though, because 
a set can include a wide variety of pieces - some being much larger than 
others! Fortunately, with PlanMini, it is no problem if your child wants to 
take their toys on the go! These miniaturized toys can be taken anywhere 
and enjoyed with anyone. Slip these wooden toys into a backpack, purse 
or jacket pocket and have some fun everywhere you and your little one go!

22



PlanMiniTM
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4127
Pick-Up Sticks

Be careful and pick it up! Start the game by picking up the stick one by 
one and do not make the rest of all fall down.

Product : cm 0.6 x 0.6 x 7.0 
                inch 0.2 x 0.2 x 2.8 (stick)

3-99y
4128
Memo Game

Toss the dice to see what color you get and try to find the cube that 
corresponds to the dice. The player who can collect the most cubes 
is the winner. 

Product : cm 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 
                inch 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 (dice)

3-99y

4129
Construction Set

Let’s create your buildings with this Construction Set. It consists of 24 
blocks with 8 different shapes. 

Product : cm 1.8 x 1.8 x 1.8 
                inch 0.7 x 0.7 x 0.7 (cube)

3-99y
4130
Balancing Cactus

Try the popular game in mini version! The Balancing Cactus is a strategic 
game for 1-2 players. Build and balance the cactus without making it 
fall. 

Product : cm 3.3 x 3.3 x 4.5 
                inch 1.3 x 1.3 x 1.8 (trunk)

3-99y

4131
Mosaic

Create your masterpiece with this Mosaic. It consists of 26 pieces 
of geometric shape with various colors. Enjoy creating pattern or 
forming any shapes as your imagination.

Product : cm 0.6 x 1.8 x 1.8 
                inch 0.2 x 0.7 x 0.7 (square)

3-99y
4132
Spinning Tops

The Spinning Tops set consists of 4 different tops and colors. Good 
for developing fine motor skills and bring fun time to you and your 
friends.

Product : cm 4.0 x 4.0 x 3.9 
                inch 1.6 x 1.6 x 1.5

3-99y

PlanMiniTM24



1797
PlanMiniTM Shelf Display 
(product is  not included)

Display : cm 27.0 x 21.5 x 50.5 
                inch 10.6 x 8.5 x 19.9

Container Dimension : cm 9.6 x 9.6 x 4.6 
                                             inch 3.8 x 3.8 x 1.8

This package is available for 
all PlanMini items.

25

4133
Stacking Game
Enjoy this fun game together! Take turn to toss the dice and see what color 
you get. Each player must choose the block that corresponds to the color on 
dice, stack it up, and avoid tumbling them down. The game helps encourage 
concentration with these 12 colorful blocks and a dice.

Product : cm 2.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 
                 inch 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 (dice)

3-99y
4134
3D Puzzle Cube
Challenge yourself with this classic puzzle! Learn how to solve the cube.  
It consists of 9 L-shaped wooden blocks with different colors.

Product : cm 5.3 x 5.3 x 5.3 
                 inch 2.1 x 2.1 x 2.1 (block)

3-99y

4135
Domino Race
Build a domino race with these colorful blocks. Create a track from your 
imagination and watch them tumbling down. Children can learn about cause 
and effect with this set of 22 blocks.

Product : cm 1.8 x 3.5 x 0.6 
                inch 0.7 x 1.4 x 0.3 (block)

3-99y



  

Ureka!

Ureka!

Ureka!

Bath Time 
Learning

Splish, splash! Children benefit greatly 
from water play. Playing with water gives 
children the opportunity to explore a 
new substance - making for a wonderful 
sensory experience. Observing toy boats 
float or sink helps them understand 
how and why things happen; and their 
language development also soars as 
they explore words like drain, flow, 
drizzle and drip. Not to forget, water play 
also encourages role-play as a child 
explores the imaginative adventures 
that water can offer to a play experience.

Water Play
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PlanToys Water Play fulfills a child’s 
imagination through wooden toys made 
from PlanWood, a non-toxic composite 
wood made using surplus sawdust from 
our factory - allowing us to utilize almost 
every part of the rubber tree! This makes 
for a more sustainable and mindful 
manufacturing method. Water Play Set, 
Sailing Boat, Sea Life Bath Set and other 
water-oriented toys will give your child 
the chance to make bath time a creative, 
enjoyable experience.
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5801
Water Play Set

Let your imagination fly with this Water Play Set! 
The set includes 1 rubber tray, 1 paddle boat, 
1 sailing boat, 1 rope, 2 figures, 1 log, 3 fish,  
2 different heights of trees and 1 bush. Kids can 
adjust the accessories and create their water 
world by themselves.

Product : cm 30.6 x 49.5 x 5.3   
                inch 12.0 x 19.5 x 2.1 

3y+
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5804
Creative Sand Play

Let’s have fun in the sun and sand! Encourage 
your child to go out and promote creativity and 
active play with this set. It consists of 4 different 
shapes of molds. Children can create any 
construction they can imagine and also enjoy 
playing with water.

Product : cm Ø 12.0 x 8.0   
                inch Ø 4.7 x 3.1 (round mold)

2y+

5803
Sand Play Set

It ’s sand play time! Take the bucket and 
diggers, inspired by sea animal characters, to 
play in the sand. This encourages kids to play 
outdoors and develop coordination.

Product : cm Ø 12.0 x 8.0  
                inch  Ø 4.7 x 3.1 (bucket)

18m+
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5658
Sea Life Bath Set

Splash and make waves in the bath with this 
set. The fun never ends! Float them on the 
water, or submerge them in water and watch 
the bubbles rise.  Set of 4 animals:  Shell, 
Starfish, Turtle, and Dolphin.

Product : cm 7.1 x 6.8 x 4.2   
                  inch 2.8 x 2.7 x 1.7 (starfish) 

6m+
5714
Fountain Bowl Set           12m+      

How fast or slow will the water drain from the 
cups?  Find out with the Fountain Bowl Set, 
which consists of 3 different cups that kids can 
enjoy experimenting different flows of water. 

Product : cm 13.0 x 13.0 x 5.8      
 inch 5.1 x 5.1 x 2.3 (blue bowl)

12m+

5711

5712

5710

5715

5710 Sailing Boat - Seal 
5711 Sailing Boat - Penguin  
5712 Sailing Boat - Polar Bear 
5715 Sailing Boat - Walrus 
These little sailboats come from the Arctic and Antarctic! 
Includes a Walrus, a Seal, a Penguin and a Polar Bear 
that ready to swim into your bath.

Product : cm 8.8 x 12.0 x 10.1   
  inch 3.5 x 4.7 x 4.0 (boat) 

12m+
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5667
Speed Boat               
Imagine racing across the sea at super speeds! 
This delightful set stimulates interactive and 
imaginative play.

Product : cm 8.5 x 12.0 x 5.5   
  inch 3.4 x 4.7 x 2.2

12m+
5668
Coastguard Boat

Protect the shores and rescue those stuck out at 
sea! Stimulate interactive and imaginative play. 

Product : cm 8.5 x 12.0 x 5.5   
   inch 3.4 x 4.7 x 2.2

12m+
5669
Submarine

Dive deep and explore the depths of an 
underwater world!  

Product : cm 9.8 x 12.4 x 6.0   
  inch 3.9 x 4.9 x 2.4

12m+

5693
Activity Boat

Gone fishin’ with your first wooden toy fishing boat! The 
set includes a wooden boat with a removable cabin, sail, 
detachable fishhook, sail, fisherman, fish, starfish, and 
a turtle. Children can play and place the fisherman inside 
the cabin. This fun fishing boat will help your children 
develop their imagination.

Product : cm 12.7 x 21.4 x 21.5    
  inch 5.0 x 8.4 x 8.5 (boat)

2y+
5713
Floating Island                 
Let’s go to the island! The Floating Island 
includes the sea, sand, a coconut tree, a shell, a 
turtle, and a crab.

Product : cm 12.0 x 12.0 x 2.5  
  inch 4.7 x 4.7 x 1.0 (island)

18m+
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Tips for 
Choosing
a Child’s 
First Toy

Babies
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--

PlanToys has a variety of wooden toys 
designed for your baby to enjoy. However, 
we recognize that age-appropriateness 
is often considered when choosing a toy, 
and sometimes you may find it difficult to 
choose the right one for your new family 
member.

When choosing a toy for your little one, it 
is important to consider the developmental 
stage that they are in. For newborn babies 
and up to 6-months-old, choosing a toy 
that stimulates senses is best - particularly 
sight, sound and touch. Toys that are 
colorful, textured, easy-to-hold, and that 
make noise are great options. Rattles and 
rollers are wonderful toys for this age, along 

with play gyms that encourage babies to 
move, grasp, bat and develop their gross 
and fine motor skills. Appropriate baby 
toys for ages 6-12 months include toys that 
encourage action, because babies at this 
stage are starting to babble and laugh, roll 
and crawl, dump and fill, pull and push, 
and interact with the world more. Stacking 
toys, noise-making toys and activity gyms 
are great options for this age.

Fun and simple toys are best for your baby 
- as they are just starting to make sense of 
the world! By choosing an age-appropriate 
toy, you’re able to provide your young one 
with a PlanToys toy that is a good match for 
their needs, interests and developmental stage.
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 Visual

    
  Auditory Texture

5213
Bell Rattle
The Bell Rattle comes with an easy grasp handle 
and colorful rattle beads to help stimulate babies 
to explore their auditory skill.  

Product :  cm 6.2 x 6.2 x 7.8   
 inch 2.4 x 2.4 x 3.1

4m+
5217
Baby Key Rattle+

Bright and colorful keys rattle enhances baby’s 
fine motor skills, while they enjoy shaking 
them. Keys are easy for babies to hold. 

Product : cm 5.5 x 7.2 x 10.4 
 inch 2.2 x 2.8 x 4.1

4m+

5242
Sensory Tumbling      

This is a simple and fun sensory toy for the 
kiddos. This set features 3 different sensory of 
the tumbler toys; auditory, visual, and texture. 

Product : cm 6.1 x 6.1 x 5.3  
 inch 2.4 x 2.4 x 2.1

6m+

5220 
Roller
This colorful toy creates a sound when rolled.  
Stimulates sight and sound.

Product : cm 6.5 x 6.5 x 5.5 
  inch 2.6 x 2.6 x 2.2

6m+
5229
Baby Car
This colorful toy car has a flexible body that 
reacts to your baby’s touch. Helps build visual 
and fine motor skills. 
Product : cm 8.3 x 10.0 x 7.0 
 inch 3.3 x 3.9 x 2.8

6m+

Babies34
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isual     Tactile   Auditory

5244
Triangle Clutching Toy      

This Triangle Clutching Toy comes with a two-
tone ball that is detachable and can also be 
played as a rattle. This enhances fine motor 
skills while child grasps and rattles.

Product : cm 10.9 x 9.9 x 9.4  
 inch 4.3 x 3.9 x 3.7

6m+

5531
Activity Blocks
This set of 9 different sensory blocks consists of 
3 visual blocks, 3 auditory blocks, and 3 tactile 
blocks. Also, encourages kinesthetic learning. 
Storage bag included.  
Product : Unit 35 mm

12m+

5245
Square Clutching Toy      

This Square Clutching Toy comes with  
2 wooden rings that create sound when 
rattled. This enhances fine motor skills 
while child grasps and rattles.

Product : cm 10.4 x 10.4 x 9.4  
 inch 4.1 x 4.1 x 3.7

6m+

Bell Sound

5241
Bear
This Bear can be a new friend for your little 
ones! Babies can grasp, hold and talk to the 
Bear. The arms and legs are movable. Our Bear 
helps develop fine motor and communication 
skills. 

Product : cm 9.3 x 5.3 x 13.1 
 inch 3.7 x 2.1 x 5.2

12m+
5200
Penguin

Push the penguin gently and watch it tumble. 
This item encourages visual development for 
babies.

Product : cm Ø6.0 x 7.5 
 inch Ø2.4 x 3.0

6m+
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 Rattle  Grasping

5260
Play Gym      
Give your baby a workout with this activity 
gym that includes 2 suspended toys which 
help stimulate your child’s curiosity. Items can 
be detached for later stages of development. 
The structure is designed with four legs to 
prevent rocking and to optimize child safety. 

Product : cm 47.5 x 55.9 x 47.5 
  inch 18.7 x 22.0 x 18.7

0m+

5250
Bell Rattle
The Bell Rattle comes with an easy grasp handle 
and wooden beads which help stimulate babies 
to explore their auditory skills. 

Product : cm 6.2 x 6.2 x 7.8  
  inch 2.4 x 2.4 x 3.1

4m+
5251
Key Rattle
This keys rattle enhances baby's fine motor skills  
while they enjoy shaking them. Keys are easy for   
babies to hold.

Product : cm 5.5 x 7.2 x 10.4  
  inch 2.2 x 2.8 x 4.1

4m+

5262
Beads Rattle  
This rattle comes with wooden ring and soft 
color beads. It enhances baby’s fine motor 
skills when a child grasps and shakes.

Product : cm 8.0 x 8.0 x 1.5 
  inch 3.2 x 3.2 x 0.6

4m+
5263
Ring Rattle
This rattle develop fine motor skills and stimulate 
baby‘s sound exploring. It is easy to grasp and 
shake. 

Product : cm 8.0 x 8.0 x 1.5 
  inch 3.2 x 3.2 x 0.6

4m+
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5252
Peek-a-Boo Roller
Watch the colored pieces peek in and out when 
rolled.

Product : cm 6.5 x 6.5 x 4.0 
  inch 2.6 x 2.6 x 1.6

6m+

5254
Car
This car has a f lexible body that reacts to 
your baby’s touch. 

Product : cm 8.3 x 10.0 x 7.0 
  inch 3.3 x 3.9 x 2.8

6m+
5255
Roller
This toy creates a sound when rolled. It also 
stimulates sight and hearing sense. 

Product : cm 6.5 x 6.5 x 5.5 
  inch 2.6 x 2.6 x 2.2

6m+

Clapping

5253
Clapping Roller
This simple toy creates a soft clapping sound 
when rolled.

Product : cm 6.2 x 6.0 x 6.8  
  inch 2.4 x 2.4 x 2.7

6m+

5256
Triangle Clutching Toy
This Triangle Clutching Toy comes with a 
detachable two-tone ball that can be played as 
a rattle. It enhances fine motor skill when babies 
grasp and rattle.

Product : cm 10.9 x 9.9 x 9.4 
  inch 4.3 x 3.9 x 3.7

6m+

Bell Sound

Beeping Sound

5261
Beeping Ball
Roll the ball to encourage baby to crawl and push  
the buttons to make the beeping sound for  
stimulating baby’s sound exploring. This toy  
enhances fine motor skill and gross motor skill. 

Product : cm 6.0 x 6.0 x 7.4 
  inch 2.4 x 2.4 x 3.0

6m+
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5380
First Stacking Ring
Start learning about the size and order with this  
stacking ring. For safety precaution, the center  
rod is foldable.

Product : cm 6.5 x 6.5 x 12.5 
  inch 2.6 x 2.6 x 5.0

12m+

5259
Shape Sorter
Match the basic shapes to their  holes. Grip handle 
design for easy use. 

Product : cm 13.5 x 13.5 x 3.6 
  inch 5.3 x 5.3 x 1.4

12m+

  AuditoryVisual Texture

5258
Sensory Tumbling
This is a simple and fun sensory toy for the 
kiddos. This set features 3 different sensory of 
the tumbler toys; auditory, visual, and tactile.    

Product : cm 6.1 x 6.1 x 5.3 
  inch 2.4 x 2.4 x 2.1

6m+

     V
isual     Texture  Auditory

5257
Sensory Blocks
This set of 6 sensory blocks consists of 2 visual   
blocks, 2 auditory blocks, and 2 texture blocks.

Product : Unit 35 mm

12m+
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5716 5717

5507
40 Unit Blocks
As a great starter kit to stimulate children’s
creativity and imagination, the set contains 40
wooden blocks in 6 shapes (18 pastel color 
pieces and 22 natural wood color pieces.)

Product : Unit 35 mm

2y+
5249
Mobile      
Decorate a room to inspire your little ones with  
our Mobile! Made from colorful solid wood.  
(This product is not a toy, for decorative use only.  
Please keep out of reach of young children.)

Product : cm 35.0 x 5.3 x 29.4 
  inch 13.8 x 2.1 x 11.6

5716 Chicken Racing Car
5717 Bunny Racing Car
Get in the race car with these fast bunny and 
chicken! This vehicle comes with a vintage race 
car theme and features a turning wheel that 
gives the same movement as a real race car 
when turning around. 

Product : cm 12.0 x 18.0 x 10.0 
 inch 4.7 x 7.1 x 3.9

12m+
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A Child’s 
Companion
Has your little one taken his or her first steps 
yet? It is such an exciting time when they do!

When creating PlanToys Push & Pull toys, our 
hope is that they will help your child continue 
to develop their ability to walk and move on 
their own. Toys that can be manipulated by 
pushing or pulling help develop your child’s 
gross and fine motor skills as they use their 
hands to grip, push, grasp, pull and stretch. 
Our push toys encourage crawling children to 
stand up and walk, while pull toys encourage 
walking children to get stronger and build 
more confidence on their own two feet! 
Additionally, the toys help strengthen a child’s 
leg and arm muscles as they move with them.

Encourage your child to find adventure on 
their own two feet with a PlanToys Dancing 
Alligator, Roll N Walk or Happy Puppy!
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Push & Pull
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Fric
tion Knob

    
   Flexible

 A
djustable Height

5188
Roll N Walk                 10m+
Encourage your child first’s step with this Roll N Walk! 
As the wheel turns, the bell inside will create a ringing 
sound that promotes a kid to walk. The handle can be 
adjusted to 2 different angles. Unscrew and take apart 
the back wheels to play as a push toy.

Product : cm 51.0 x 34.6 x 38.0  
 inch 20.0 x 13.6 x 15.0

10m+

 Fl
ip to adjust height

 A
djustable Friction Play as a push toy

Push & Pull42

5123
Baby Walker                 10m+

Cruise through the walking stages! Includes 13 color 
and 11 natural blocks. Handle is adjustable to fit various 
heights.

Product :  cm 28.0 x 36.5 x 49.0  
 inch 11.0 x 14.4 x 19.3

10m+

 

Option A Option B

Loosen

Tight



Friction Knob
Adjustable Height

Friction Knob A
djustable Height

51865184 5185

5184 Van Walker - Yellow 
5185 Van Walker - Pink 
5186 Van Walker - Blue
This walker is a van and could be used for storage for other 
little toys too.

Product :  cm 21.1 x 30.0 x 46.5  
 inch 8.3 x 11.8 x 18.3

10m+

  Clack Clack

43

5176
Bird Walker
Bird walker comes with 2 birds, 10 color and 6 natural 
wooden blocks. When pushed, it creates a unique sound 
which encourages kids to walk.

Product :  cm 27.4 x 36.3 x 48.4        
  inch 10.8 x 14.3 x 19.1

10m+



This package is available for 
all Push Toys.

5137
Walk N Roll
When the wheel turns, the wooden balls inside 
hit the panels creating fun sound.

Product :  cm 17.0 x 10.0 x 56.0  
  inch 6.7 x 3.9 x 22.2

12m+

5626
Push-Along Duck
Take this adorable duck for a walk and watch 
it flip-flop along with its rubber feet. Feet are 
made of natural rubber for easy cleaning. 
Product :  cm 25.0 x 10.6 x 56.0  
  inch 9.8 x 4.2 x 22.0

12m+

5700
Dancing Kangaroo
Watch this kangaroo dance with its arms 
spinning along and flip-flop feet. This Kangaroo 
can boogie on down depending on how fast 
you push!

Product : cm 13.0 x 12.0 x 56.0   
  inch 5.1 x 4.7 x 22.0

12m+
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Click Clack

Click Clack

5101
Happy Puppy
Hours of fun for children as they pull the Happy 
Puppy along and watch it dance!

Product : cm 7.2 x 11.6 x 22.6   
 inch 2.8 x 4.6 x 8.9

12m+

5701
Hopping Rabbit
Children will enjoy having this little rabbit hopping 
together while they walk. When pulled, it will 
move and hop like a real rabbit.

Product : cm 10.7 x 12.3 x 7.5  
 inch 4.2 x 4.8 x 3.0

12m+

5133
Pull-Along Snake
Hours of fun for children as they pull the snake 
along and watch it slither from side-to-side.

Product :  cm 10.5 x 40.0 x 5.5 
  inch 4.1 x 15.7 x 2.2

12m+

45

5105 
Dancing Alligator
When pulled, the alligator will walk and make 
rhythmical click-clack sounds. 

Product : cm 9.5 x 24.5 x 10.0              
 inch 3.7 x 9.7 x 3.9

12m+

1416
Rainbow Alligator+
Alligator moves his head and tail up and down 
making a click-clack sound when pulled along.

Product : cm 9.5 x 22.5 x 9.5 
 inch 3.7 x 8.9 x 3.7 

12m+

5108
Pull-Along Snail
When children pull the snail, it crawls up and 
down.

Product : cm 11.0 x 26.5 x 9.5  
 inch 4.3 x 10.4 x 3.7

12m+



--

Finding fun in the   

There are so many reasons why spending 
time outdoors is vital to your child’s health and 
well-being. When they spend time out in the 
sunshine and in nature, their bodies benefit 
from the energetic connection to the grass, 
dirt, sunlight and fresh air - encouraging 
a healthier and happier life. The outdoors 
inspire so much creativity and happiness in 
children as there is always something new to 
see, touch, hear, smell and explore.

PlanToys Active Play encourages your child 
to move with the toys - promoting physical 
development and strength as they walk 
alongside a toy, roll a ball, fly a plane or race 
a car. Whether it is playing with Forklift or 
Bulldozer on the sand dune, the Spin N Fly 
Airplane in the driveway or Mini Golf Set in 
the backyard, your child develops a variety of 
important skills when exploring their creative 
world out in the fresh air, and as a result 
experiences more joy and inspiration.

outdoors
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Active Play
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6122
Fire Truck

This product is designed to excite your child’s 
imagination and story-building capability. The Fire 
Truck is equipped with a rotating and extendable 
ladder and fire hose.

Product : cm 15.5 x 35.0 x 20.0   
 inch 6.1 x 13.8 x 7.9

3y+
6123
Bulldozer
Clear the way at the building site! This Bulldozer 
has a special handle so that children can direct 
it left or right. They can move, haul, lift, and pull.

Product : cm 12.5 x 37.5 x 20.0   
 inch 4.9 x 14.8 x 7.9

3y+

Fli
p the sleeve to play

PlanToys Vehicle Series comes with an  
additional maze game printed on natural 
rubber to bring children closer to nature while 
allowing them to have more fun with a road 
maze and a mini truck included in the box. Let 
the fun begin by flipping the sleeve to play!

Active Play48



6124
Folklift
The design and function is based on an actual 
forklift. The back knob helps direct the forklift 
left and right. The lift makes a sound when the 
pallet containing the wooden cubes is moved 
up and down.

Product : cm 18.0 x 29.0 x 22.0   
 inch 7.1 x 11.4 x 8.7

3y+
6125
Dump Truck
Children can take on any construction project 
with this heavy duty Dump Truck. The cargo bed 
can be lifted and tilted by a simple lever next to 
the driver’s seat. Its big, thick tires with heavy 
tread make it look just like a real dump truck.

Product : cm 16.5 x 29.5 x 22.0   
 inch 6.5 x 11.6 x 8.7

3y+
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3502
Lusitano
Let’s go riding with this Lusitano! It comes with 
a saddle and is built with leverage to rock both 
backward and forward.

Product :  cm 41.0 x 65.6 x 47.3   
  inch 16.1 x 25.8 x 18.6

2-5y

Active Play50

3403
Palomino
This classic rocking horse comes with a saddle 
and is built on parallel rockers so children can 
rock back and forth. 

Product : cm 33.0 x 62.8 x 44.7   
  inch 13.2 x 25.1 x 17.8

2-5y

3501
Palomino Mono
This classic rocking horse comes with a saddle 
and is built on parallel rockers so children can 
rock back and forth.

Product :  cm 33.0 x 62.8 x 44.7   
  inch 13.2 x 25.1 x 17.8

2-5y



Beep Beep

3479
Delivery Bike
It’s delivery time! Let’s take a ride with this 
Delivery Bike. It features a storage container, 
stable base, sturdy handle grips and a special 
horn that will surely make heads turn! 

Product : cm 31.2 x 64.0 x 44.5     
 inch 12.3 x 25.2 x 17.5

18m-5y

Can write with chalk

Folded

51

3500
Foldable Rocking Horse              
This rocking horse features a stable rocking 
base with foldable design that allows easy 
transportation and storage.

Product : cm 26.0 x 63.0 x 41.5   
  inch 10.2 x24.9 x 16.4

18m-5y

3480
Rocking Pegasus
Let’s fly with the Pegasus! This rocking horse is 
equipped with winged saddle, footrests, and 
the magnificent backrest. Rockers enable 
children to imagine flying to the sky by simply 
rocking.

Product : cm 32.7 x 62.8 x 42.6 
  inch 12.8 x 24.7 x 16.7

12m-5y



5438 5439 5441

Active Play52

5444
Penguin Wheelie
Watch as the penguin moves from left to right 
when being pushed. Easy grip for a young 
child’s hand. 

Product : cm 10.0 x 9.5 x 12.9 
 inch 4.0 x 3.8 x 5.1

12m+

5445
Fox Wheelie                         12m+

Little Fox Wheelie is a perfectly fit for a young 
child’s hand. Baby will enjoy rolling it around.

Product : cm 5.4 x 12.7 x 11.6 
 inch 2.2 x 5.0 x 4.6

12m+
5704 
Rabbit Racing Car

Get in the racing car with this fast rabbit! This 
vehicle comes with a vintage racing car theme 
and features a turning wheel that gives the 
same movement as a rea l race car when 
turning around.

Product : cm 12.0 x 18.0 x 10.0   
  inch 4.7 x 7.1 x 3.9

12m+

5438 Mini Fire Engine  
5439 Mini Excavator 
5441 Mini Bulldozer 
The Mini Vehicle Series comes with the Fire 
Engine, Excavator, and Bulldozer. All vehicles 
are designed for small baby hands, easy for a 
child to grasp and hold. 

Product : cm 6.4 x 10.4 x 9.4  
 inch 2.5 x 4.1 x 3.7 (mini fire engine)

12m+

5443 
Tuk Tuk
This auto rickshaw (Tuk Tuk) is a unique mode of 
transportation in many countries in Asia. We’ve 
modeled this one-of-a-kind Asian-inspired 
mode of transportation into a beautiful wooden 
toy. Imagine picking people up and dropping 
them off at their destination with this Tuk Tuk!  
Great for pretend and imaginative play. 

Product : cm 5.8 x 11.2 x 9.1   
  inch 2.3 x 4.4 x 3.6

12m+



5689

5691

5690

5692

5678

5679 5680

5685 5687
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5689 Dino Car - Diplo 
5690 Dino Car - Trio 
5691  Dino Car - Stego 
5692 Dino Car - Rex
Cute Dinosaur baby cars match perfectly with 
small baby hands. Baby will enjoy rolling  
it around. (6 pcs per pack)

Product : cm 5.4 x 9.2 x 10.9      
 inch 2.1 x 3.6 x 4.3 (diplo)

12m+

5678 Duck Racer   
5679 Chicken Racer
5680 Bunny Racer
Have great fun with Duck, Chicken, and Rabbit 
cars. They have gently curve design which is 
easy for children to hold and push.

Product : cm 9.1 x 8.8 x 8.5   
  inch 3.6 x 3.5 x 3.4 (duck)

12m+

5685 Helicopter
5687 Fire Truck
This little vehicle has been designed to make it  
easy for small baby hands to push and play 
with. This series comes with Helicopter and Fire 
Truck. 

Product : cm 6.7 x 16.2 x 12.2   
 inch 2.6 x 6.4 x 4.8  
 (helicopter)

12m+



4619
Cup & Ball

Enjoy catching a ball with the Cup & Ball. This 
classic toy is great for developing hand-eye 
coordination and fine motor skills.

Product : cm 8.5 x 8.5 x 10.6   
 inch 3.3 x 3.3 x 4.2

3y+

5449
Wautomobile

The semi-circular shaped cars come with 3 
different colored waters inside. Children will 
enjoy rolling it around and learning about new 
colors by putting the cars together.
(6 pcs per pack)

Product : cm 13.8 x 7.2 x 8.3    
 inch 5.4 x 2.8 x 3.3 

18m+

Active Play54

5197
Spin N Fly Airplane
Imagine controlling the airplane as an aviator! 
This classic toy, also known as “Hui Machine” 
or “Hooey Stick”, can be played by rubbing the 
stick over the notches to see the propeller spins. 
Children can learn about cause and effect of 
vibration force turning the propeller. It is good 
for the basic learning of science.

Product : cm 7.0 x 19.9 x 5.6 
   inch 2.8 x 7.9 x 2.3

3y+



5194
Ballet Top
Endless fun for children when they pull the rope 
and see a dancing ballerina spinning around.

Product : cm 7.4 x 7.4 x 15.0 
  inch 2.9 x 2.9 x 5.9

3y+
5195
Spaceship Top
Alien invasion at it’s best when children pull 
the stringed top and watch the spaceship spin 
around. It will be hours of fun! 

Product : cm 7.4 x 7.4 x 15.0 
  inch 2.9 x 2.9 x 5.9

3y+

5652
Meadow Ring Toss

Practice your aim with this Meadow Ring Toss! 
Features 6 rope rings with colored beads and 
3 wooden posts of various heights. Place the 
posts close for beginner and spread them out 
for advanced play! 

Product : cm Ø 10.8 x 18.0   
 inch Ø 4.3 x 7.2

3y+
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5199
Meerkat Bowling
This game features 5 meerkat pins, a ball, and 
a hole. Knock down many pins as possible to 
win!

Product : cm 7.0 x 3.7 x 12.7 
  inch 2.8 x 1.5 x 5.0

3y+



5189
Croquet

A favorite family game with a very friendly 
design. The colorful Croquet set can be played 
indoor and outdoor. The set includes 4 different 
animal wooden balls : bird, tiger, monkey and 
frog, 2 mallets, 4 wickets, and a final stand. 
Bag included.  

Product : cm 4.0 x 8.0 x 52.0  
 inch 1.6 x 3.1 x 20.5 (mallet)

3y+
5683
Mini Golf-Full Set

Play the golf sport game in the play room or 
backyard. The Mini Golf-Full Set consists of 2 
wooden kids-sized golf clubs, 2 wooden balls, 3 
different types of challenging tracks and 1 hole. 
Ideal for 2 players. Bag included.   

Product : cm 3.0 x 8.0 x 53.4   
  inch 1.2 x 3.1 x 21.0 (putter)

3y+
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Advanced Play

5193
Walking Cups
Step up, hold on to the string, and walk with the 
Walking Cups! This helps develop balance and 
coordination skills. Flip the cups over on other 
side for advanced play. 

Product : cm 10.7 x 10.7 x 5.3  
  inch 4.2 x 4.2 x 2.1

3y+
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5198
Balance Board
Discover various ways of balance by yourself! 
This toy comes with curved plywood board 
and rope that help children learn to balance 
by standing up, sitting down, rocking back and 
forth. Great for developing physical strength 
and body control.  

Product : cm 54.0 x 30.0 x 1.2 
 inch 21.3 x 11.8 x 0.5

3y+



--

Learn 
Through
Play
One of the most remarkable ways that a 
child can self-educate and learn is through 
play. At PlanToys, we want to provide your 
child with a play experience that is both 
exciting and educational; because, after all, 
our children grow immeasurably each day 
and are constantly developing their skill sets 
through daily activities.

Our wooden lacing beads, ordering blocks, 
sorting or stacking toys offer your child 
the chance to play imaginatively while 
also developing mathematical, fine motor, 
coordination and communication skills. 
The toys not only provide an educational 
exper ience but also encourage the 
development of essential life skills like 
problem solving and logical thinking. Come 
learn through play with us!
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Essential Series

5389
Triangle Matching Puzzle
Learn about triangle and size ordering. This 
knob puzzle helps develop fine motor skills 
and hand-eye coordination while tracing each 
shape and then placing it back in its place. 

Product : cm 28.0 x 10.5 x 1.0 
                inch 11.0 x 4.1 x 0.4 (base)

12m+

5388
Square Matching Puzzle
Learn about square and size ordering. This 
knob puzzle helps develop fine motor skills 
and hand-eye coordination while tracing each 
shape and then placing it back in its place. 

Product : cm 28.0 x 10.5 x 1.0 
                inch 11.0 x 4.1 x 0.4 (base)

12m+
5387
Circle Matching Puzzle
Learn about circle and size ordering. This 
knob puzzle helps develop fine motor skills 
and hand-eye coordination while tracing each 
shape and then placing it back in its place. 

Product : cm 28.0 x 10.5 x 1.0 
                inch 11.0 x 4.1 x 0.4 (base)

12m+

5390
Shape Matching Puzzle
Learn about basic shapes: Square, Circle, and 
Triangle. This knob puzzle helps develop fine 
motor skills and hand-eye coordination while 
tracing each shape and then placing it back in 
its place. 

Product : cm 28.0 x 10.5 x 1.0 
                inch 11.0 x 4.1 x 0.4 (base)

12m+
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5391
Geo Matching Blocks
Learn about geometric shapes by matching 
and putting them together. This set consists of 
10 blocks with 5 different shapes. 

Product : cm 5.3 x 5.3 x 5.3 
                inch 2.1 x 2.1 x 2.1 (square block)

2y+
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5375
Nesting Boxes
Brightly colored two-tone blocks, mixed with a 
natural wood block will stimulate the discovery 
of nesting. Take it a step further and your youngster 
will start learning about spatial relations as well 
as develop fine motor and mathematical skills. 

Product : cm 7.0 x 7.0 x 7.0 
                inch 2.8 x 2.8 x 2.8  
 (biggest block)

12m+
5376
Nesting Cylinders
Brightly colored cylinders, mixed with a natural 
wood cylinder will stimulate the discovery of 
nesting. Take it a step further and your youngster 
will start learning early mathematical skills as 
well as develop fine motor skills. 

Product : cm 7.0 x 7.0 x 7.0 
                inch 2.8 x 2.8 x 2.8  
 (biggest cylinder)

12m+

5705
Stacking Wheels
Children will enjoy experiencing the wonder 
of this 3-stack rolling car pull toy. Each car has 
its own graphically stimulating pattern on the 
wheels which changes in appearance when 
pushed or pulled. Product consists of 3 sizes of 
car which children can stack several ways and 
also play with independently.

Product : cm 7.3 x 22.2 x 5.0 
                inch 2.9 x 8.7 x 2.0

12m+



Essential Series

5370
Ordering Blocks
Ordering blocks are a great way to introduce 
your child to ordering, comparing, counting, as 
well as ratio and area.

Product : cm 3.5 x 3.5 x 17.5 
 inch 1.4 x 1.4 x 6.9 (tallest block)

18m+

5374
Cubes
This is a simple and functional toy for kids. 
Encourage early understanding of counting, 
ordering, comparing as well as ratio and area. 

Product : cm 3.5 x 3.5 x 3.5 
                inch 1.4 x 1.4 x 1.4 (cube)

18m+
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5368
Trio Stacking
Trio Stacking will engage children into the 
enjoyment of stack rings in different ways to 
create various patterns. They will also learn 
ordering, grouping colors and size relationship. 

Product : cm 7.0 x 21.1 x 7.3 
                inch 2.8 x 8.6 x 2.9 (base)

18m+

5377
Height & Depth Blocks
The set consists of 6 wooden blocks which is a 
great way to introduce your child to ordering, 
comparing, measuring the size of object. 

Product : cm 5.3 x 5.3 x 10.5 
                inch 2.1 x 2.1 x 4.1  
 (square block)

18m+

5371
Fraction Blocks
Fraction Blocks set consists of 15 blocks that 
kids can learn about the geometry, shapes, 
and fraction while matching and building the 
different shapes as well as enjoy create and 
build things by their own imaginations.

Product : cm 3.5 x 3.5 x 3.5 
                inch 1.4 x 1.4 x 1.4 (cube)

18m+



5381
Geo Lacing Beads
These Lacing beads encourage children to develop 
fine motor skills, creativity, and concentration. 
It consists of 15 beads in 3 different geometric 
shapes and 2 laces. Children can create endless 
patterns from their imagination or follow our 
guideline.

Product : cm 3.5 x 3.5 x 3.5 
                inch 1.4 x 1.4 x 1.4 (cube)

2y+
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5369
Fraction Cubes
These colorful Fraction Cubes starter set will help 
children explore and compare fractions. Children 
will learn about the proportional relationships 
between one section and the whole as well as 
develop the mathematics flexible thinking. 

Product : cm 5.3 x 5.3 x 5.3 
                inch 2.1 x 2.1 x 2.1  
 (biggest block)

3y+

5372
Lacing Board
Create your masterpiece from this Lacing Board! 
This toy helps kids develop fine motor skills and 
hand-eye coordination, as well as reinforce their 
creativity. Set Includes: 1 lacing board, 2 laces,  
4 different shapes and colors.

Product : cm 17.5 x 17.5 x 1.0 
                inch 6.9 x 6.9 x 0.4 (board)

3y+

5382
Curve Blocks
Complete circles with these curve blocks Children 
will learn about ordering and comparing the 
height and the size of each different circle. The 
set consists of 9 curve blocks and a cylinder.

Product : cm 14.0 x 14.0 x 7.0 
                inch 5.6 x 5.6 x 2.8

3y+
5373
Lacing Ring
Kids will enjoy creating pattern with this Lacing 
Ring which helps develop fine motor skills and 
hand-eye coordination, as well as reinforces 
their creativity. Set Includes: 1 lace, 1 circle and 
1 lacing frame.

Product : cm 12.3 x 12.3 x 0.8 
                inch 4.8 x 4.8 x 0.3 (ring)

3y+
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9430
Shape & Sort It Out
Encourages recognition of colors and shapes as  
well as the development of hand-eye coordination.

Product : cm 15.3 x 15.3 x 10.4  
 inch 6.0 x 6.0 x 4.1

12m+
9424 
Punch & Drop
Great fun for children to pound the balls until 
they drop and slide out.

Product : cm 15.3 x 15.3 x 10.4   
 inch 6.0 x 6.0 x 4.1

12m+

5126
Hammer Peg
A four-hole wooden board with a wooden mallet 
for hammering practice. Children can turn it over 
and start the fun all over again.

Product : cm 17.5 x 17.5 x 8.5  
 inch 6.9 x 6.9 x 3.4

12m+

5348 
Hammer Balls
This toy helps children to improve hand-eye 
coordination, aligning, slotting, and aiming skills.

Product : cm 24.0 x 11.5 x 10.0   
 inch 9.5 x 4.5 x 3.9

12m+
5132
Owl Sorter
Great fun for children to sort 4 different shapes in 
the Owl. It also encourages children’s recognition 
of colors and shapes as well as the development 
of hand-eye coordination.

Product : cm 19.2 x 10.3 x 17.6   
 inch 7.6 x 4.1 x 6.9

12m+

5121 
Sorting Bus

This Sorting Bus contains 3 colorful shapes. Pull 
the tap on top of the bus and all the pieces will 
slide out.

Product : cm 12.7 x 20.0 x 13.5        
 inch 5.0 x 7.9 x 5.3

12m+

Learning & Education
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5429
Sorting Boat
Shape and sort the pieces on the boat like 
loading goods at port. It encourages children’s 
recognition of shapes and colors as well as 
develops hand-eye coordination skills.

Product : cm 5.0 x 18.5 x 9.5 
                inch 2.0 x 7.3 x 3.7

18m+

5124 
Stacking Ring
The colorful wooden ring set helps teach children 
about size and colors. For safety precaution,  
the center rod is foldable.

Product : cm 8.0 x 8.0 x 15.5   
 inch 3.2 x 3.2 x 6.1

18m+
5681
Stacking Ring
Stack up this colorful toy. Play with sizes, colors 
and flip upside down to create variety of patterns. 
Helps teach children learn about order. Rod is 
bendable at base for added safety.

Product : cm 9.0 x 9.0 x 18.0   
       inch 3.5 x 3.5 x 7.1

18m+

5694
Stacking Rocket
Build the rocket by stacking and matching the 
pieces, set the astronaut on the seat and start 
the countdown 3..2..1, lift off!

Product : cm 11.7 x 11.3 x 17.7   
                inch 4.6 x 4.4 x 7.0 

18m+
5149
Stacking Tree
Each wooden piece can be stacked to form 
different kinds of tree shapes. Helps children  
learn about color variation and size.
Product : cm 14.0 x 14.0 x 21.5   
 inch 5.5 x 5.5 x 8.5  

2y+

5695
Chicken Nesting
This basic nesting toy comes with a chicken 
theme. It consists of 4 pieces and a circle base. 
Children are able to learn about the sequencing, 
life cycle of a chicken and play in various styles.

Product : cm 14.1 x 14.1 x 8.2  
 inch 5.6 x 5.6 x 3.2  
 (biggest cup)

12m+
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5614
Sort N Count
Features four rods of different heights and 20 
colorful pieces that can be sorted and stacked 
in various ways. Rods are bendable at base for 
added safety.

Product : cm 26.0 x 5.5 x 18.7  
 inch 10.2 x 2.2 x 7.4

18m+

5125
Geometric Peg Board
These 16 geometrical pegs (4 different sizes, 
shapes, and colors) can be sorted, counted, and 
stacked on a sturdy wooden base.   

Product : cm 17.5 x 17.5 x 8.3 
 inch 6.9 x 6.9 x 3.3

2y+
2403 
Geometric Sorting Board

A set of 4 colorful geometric shapes can be 
stacked together according to the number of 
holes in the middle of each shape.

Product : cm 17.5 x 17.5 x 5.8   
 inch 6.9 x 6.9 x 2.3

2y+

5649
Twisted Puzzle
Twist and turn the blocks to complete the 
patterns on the guide. Go wild and create your 
own designs. Add even more fun and play as  
a tangram.

Product : cm 17.5 x 19.0 x 3.4   
 inch 6.9 x 7.5 x 1.3

3y+

5360
Sort & Count Cups
Children can learn to sort and count with this 
simple design that can be played in a variety of 
ways. Play instruction and cotton bag included.

Product : cm 8.4 x 8.4 x 3.6  
 inch 3.3 x 3.3 x 1.4 (cup)

18m+

Learning & Education
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5337
Fruit & Vegetable Play Set
Young chefs can cut and prepare 5 colorful fruits 
and vegetables. A wooden knife is included.

Product: cm 2.5 x 16.0 x 2.5   
 inch 1.0 x 6.3 x 1.0

18m+
5644
Nuts & Bolts
Encourage children to create forms and imaginary 
figures while also developing their fine motor 
skills. Children will have fun assembling and 
reassembling the nuts and bolts to transform 
them into various shapes.

Product : cm 8.0 x 8.0 x 12.0 
 inch 3.1 x 3.1 x 4.7

2y+

4125
Beehives
Help develop fine motor skills by matching the 
bee to its hive using the pincer grasp or the 
forceps. It also reinforces color recognition and 
counting.

Product : cm 5.0 x 5.7 x 4.5   
                inch 2.0 x 2.2 x 1.8 

3y+

Theory of mind

5183
Build-A-Robot
This charming robot features four interchangeable 
heads, which teach emotions and offer different 
tactile & auditory experiences. Legs are movable 
for standing or sitting.

Product : cm  6.6 x 12.0 x 20.0   
 inch 2.6 x 4.7 x 7.9  

3y+

5162
Creative Peg Board
Follow the patterns or create your masterpiece 
with this peg board. Includes wooden board,  
3 pattern cards, and 50 colorful pegs of 2 different 
sizes.

Product : cm 17.5 x 17.5 x 2.3  
 inch 6.9 x 6.9 x 0.9 (base)

3y+
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5636

5634

5319
Tie-Up Shoe
A child’s first step in learning to tie their little 
shoe.

Product : cm 7.0 x 11.0 x 4.0   
 inch 2.8 x 4.3 x 1.6

3y+
5353
Lacing Bead
Children can learn about colors, shapes, and 
sizes while developing motor skills. One set 
includes 2 laces and 30 wooden beads in 6 
different shapes and colors. 
Product : cm 3.0 x 3.0 x 3.7  
 inch 1.2 x 1.2 x 1.5

3y+

Learning & Education

5634 Gears & Puzzles - Standard 
5636 Gears & Puzzles - Deluxe
Explore and build endless possibilities by combining the 
colorful assortment of gears. Place the puzzle pieces together 
and watch the amazing movement you can create by spinning 
and twirling the gears. (12 pieces included for standard and 
24 pieces for deluxe)

Product : cm 8.7 x 7.7 x 2.3  
 inch 3.4 x 3.0 x 0.9 (gear)  

2y+

5150
Lacing Sheep
Children can lace corresponding colors together 
to form a sheep. The toy helps them learn basic 
colors and sequence.

Product : cm 8.0 x 9.0 x 13.5  
 inch 3.2 x 3.5 x 5.3

3y+
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5366
Weightlifting Acrobat
Our Weightlifting Acrobat is a discovery of weight 
lifting achieved by gravitational pull. Children 
will enjoy swirling around the pendulum and 
watching the acrobat lift the weight up to the 
head. Perfect for the developmental learning 
of momentum and force as well as enhancing  
hand-eye coordination.

Product : cm 8.8 x 14.7 x 10.1 
                inch 3.5 x 5.8 x 4.0

3y+

5367
Rope Climbing Acrobat
Unleash the discovery and understanding of 
climbing a rope. Pull the rope to watch the 
acrobat climb to the top or compete with your 
friends who will reach the top the fastest.

Product : cm 3.0 x 8.2 x 8.6 
                inch 1.2 x 3.2 x 3.4

3y+

5361
Jumping Acrobat
Let’s have fun with the Jumping Acrobat! Push 
the blue bar down to make the acrobat jump 
up to the top.  This helps enhance observational 
and experimental skills.

Product : cm 8.9 x 10.4 x 32.5 
 inch 3.5 x 4.1 x 12.8

2y+

5365
Riding Acrobat
It’s time for adventure with this Riding Acrobat! 
Children will enjoy maintaining balance and 
tension on the wire between two points. What 
an exciting way to learn about gravity and also 
develop hand-eye coordination. 

Product : cm 26.7 x 10.5 x 22.7 
                inch 10.5 x 4.1 x 8.9

3y+
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5165
Numbers 1-10
Learning your 1-2-3’s can be simple and fun! Includes 
numbers 1-10, 10 colorful animal cards, and a bag. 
Children can practice writing numbers by tracing 
the guides on the back.

Product : cm 17.0 x 8.5    
 inch 6.7 x 3.3 (card)

2y+

5168
Alphabet A-Z
There’s FUN in fundamentals! This set comes 
with 26 capital letters, double-sided cards, and 
a bag. The front side has animal pictures that 
correspond to the letter. The back side features 
guide to writing the letters.

Product : cm 8.5 x 8.5 x 0.2   
  inch 3.3 x 3.3 x 0.1 (card)

2y+
5637
Alphabet A-Z 
Develop your fundamental skills with this 
alphabet set. The two-sided wooden t i les 
feature 26 intended capital letters and pictures 
of objects that correspond to the letter. Trace   
the letters with your finger and expand your 
vocabulary! 

Product : cm 0.8 x 5.5 x 5.5   
  inch 0.3 x 2.2 x 2.2

2y+

5641
Numbers 1-10
This 20-piece wooden tile set makes learning 
numbers as easy as 1-2-3! The two-sided tiles 
feature number 1-10, colorful pictures and words 
that help children count, match, spell and trace the 
numbers. 

Product : cm 0.8 x 5.5 x 7.0   
  inch 0.3 x 2.2 x 2.8

2y+

Learning & Education

5379
Ramp Racer
Ready, set, go! Let the cars go down and figure out 
which one will go the furthest. This is a great toy 
for developing hand-eye coordination and fine 
motor skills.

Product : cm 7.0 x 44.8 x 29.0 
                inch 2.8 x 17.6 x 11.4

18m+
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ASL

Sign Language

5655
Hand Sign Numbers 1-10 

Add variety to your knowledge of numbers with 
this sign language number set! The 10-piece set 
features impressed numbers, counting dots, and 
American Sign Language illustrations that help 
children learn numbers in various ways. 
Product : cm 6.5 x 8.0 x 1.2   
  inch 2.6 x 3.2 x 0.5

2y+

Pre Braille

5671
Braille Alphabet A-Z
This 26 piece Braille Alphabet set can be played 
2 sided, one upper case, another one lower case. 
Each piece has a Braille symbol that represents each 
letter in the alphabet.  
Product : cm 6.6 x 8.1 x 1.1   
  inch 2.6 x 3.2 x 0.4

2y+
ASL

Sign Language

5672
Hand Sign Alphabet A-Z 

Add variety to your knowledge of Alphabets 
with this sign language set. The 26 piece set 
features an impressed lower case letter, and 
corresponding American hand sign language 
picture. 
Product : cm 6.6 x 8.1 x 1.1   
 inch 2.6 x 3.2 x 0.4

2y+

Pre Braille

5654
Braille Numbers 1-10
This 10-piece wooden tile set makes learning 
numbers in Braille as easy as 1-2-3! The vibrantly 
colored set features numbers 1-10 and the 
corresponding Braille cells. The other side features 
impressed leaf illustrations to help children count.  
Product : cm 6.5 x 8.0 x 1.2   
 inch 2.6 x 3.2 x 0.5

2y+

5342
Curvy Click Clack
Watch the marbles ride the curve and wind down 
the tracks with a pleasant click clack. Tracks feature 
speed bumps to keep the marbles on track. 
Grooves at base provide a place to hold marbles.

Product : cm 37.0 x 16.0 x 30.7 
                inch 14.6 x 6.3 x 12.1 

3y+

CLICK CLACK
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5359
My First Calendar
Teach kids how to tell the time, learn about the 
seasons, and observe the sky and sun with the 
My First Calendar! It also features a chalkboard 
with a chalk holder for writing the date, month, 
year ,and activities. (Chalk not included) 

Product : cm 27.4 x 19.6 x 2.5  
 inch 10.8 x 7.7 x 1.0

3y+

Learning & Education

5191
Jungle Height
Choose this Jungle printed canvas growth 
chart for your kids! This height chart comes 
complete with 4 animal measuring clips that 
are movable from height to height.  Measures 
heights from 40-160 cm (15-63 inches) and 
hangs easily from the attached rope at the top of 
the chart.   

Product : cm 22.9 x 2.5 x 130.0  
       inch 9.0 x 1.0 x 51.2

12m+
5122
Activity Clock
This vibrant clock includes 9 activity cards and 3 
blank cards  that can be placed on the top of the 
clock so that children can match the time with 
their activity.

Product : cm 20.7 x 9.0 x 24.5  
  inch 8.2 x 3.5 x 9.7  

4y+
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5386
Buzz Bee
It is time to come back home! Pull the bee and 
watch it flies back to its hive. This helps enhance 
fine motor skills and learn about cause & effect.

Product : cm 4.6 x 4.0 x 8.1  
                inch 1.9 x 1.6 x 3.2

3y+
5307
Mini Camera
Find a great view and take a photo! This Mini 
Camera is a perfect fit in your pocket. Kids will see 
the different images through the kaleidoscope 
lens. (6 pcs per pack)

Product : cm 5.5 x 2.2 x 4.8  
                inch 2.2 x 0.9 x 1.9 
Lens :  cm Ø 3.0 x 0.5  
           inch Ø 1.2 x 0.4

3y+

4611
Moving Mouse
Propelled by a gear-box mechanism, the mouse 
can move forward when it is pulled backward 
and released. (6 pcs per pack)

Product : cm 4.2 x 12.7 x 3.4  
  inch 1.6 x 5.0 x 1.3

3y+
4605
Dolphin Whistle
(6 pcs per pack)

Product : cm 5.0 x 8.3 x 4.0 
        inch 2.0 x 3.3 x 1.6

3y+
4606
Whale Whistle
(6 pcs per pack)

Product : cm 5.8 x 7.3 x 3.6 
       inch 2.3 x 2.9 x 1.4

3y+

4346 
Leaf Magnifier+
Enables detailed exploration of the outside world.

Product : cm 8.0 x 16.5 x 2.0  
  inch 3.2 x 6.5 x 0.8                  
Lens :  cm Ø 6.0 x 0.6  
            inch Ø 2.3 x 0.9

18m+
4317
Mushroom Kaleidoscope
Come in 3 different colors with a lens size of 3 cm. 
(6 pcs per pack)

Product : cm 5.0 x 5.0 x 5.5  
 inch 2.0 x 2.0 x 2.2                  
Lens :  cm Ø 3.0 x 0.5  
            inch Ø 1.2 x 0.4

18m+
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Let’s get the family 
together !
We believe that games and puzzles are not meant to be competitive, but 
instead to encourage time spent together as a family and in relationship 
with your children! A little competition is good for development, but it is 
collaboration and teamwork that will help our children become leaders, 
good friends, hard workers and kind people.

Games
& Puzzles

74



--

Our wooden Games & Puzzles inspire thoughtful and 
intentional play - inviting children to think strategically 
and creatively with each move, touch, push, stack or 
flip. There are wooden games and puzzles for all ages 
- some encouraging the development of mathematical 
and language skills, and others simply helping to 
develop number and shape recognition. How could 
your child benefit from these unique toys? We believe 
that playing and learning come hand in hand, and you 
can do both with PlanToys Games & Puzzles meant for 
the whole family!
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4639
Soccer
This classic soccer game is perfect for family 
time! Start playing by forming 2 teams, hold the 
handles which are the color of your team, and 
then twist or move the bars to kick the ball to 
the opponent’s goal. The person who scores the 
most goals is the winner. 

Product : cm 37.6 x 45.0 x 10.0   
 inch 14.8 x 17.7 x 3.9

3y+

4641
Pinball
Enjoy with this classic Pinball! Pull the stick at the 
bottom to shoot the ball up, try to hold the ball in 
play as long as you can by pushing the buttons 
on each side to control flippers and direct the 
ball through the obstacles. Kids can create 
more challenges by adjusting the positions of 
windmills, wooden pegs and placing the rubber 
bands in various ways. They can also aim to 
shoot the ball to the yellow bar, then pull the 
yellow buttons to tilt the bar and let the ball fall 
down again. (rubber bands included)

Product : cm 38.5 x 47.7 x 11.0  
 inch 15.2 x 18.8 x 4.3

3y+
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4640
Magnetic Board Game
Create a fun time with this Magnetic Board 
Game! This game comes with 2 magnetic sticks, 
2 magnetic players and 1 ball. Start playing by 
separating into 2 teams and then the kid has 
to control the magnetic player by holding the 
magnetic stick under the board. The person who 
can move and shoot the ball into the opposing 
goal is the winner.

Product : cm 30.6 x 45.0 x 11.0  
 inch 12.0 x 17.7 x 4.3 

3y+
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4626
2-in-1 Shuffleboard Game
Create a special time with family & friends with 
these fun games! Our two-sided board game 
consists of: Shuffleboard Game and Disc Flicking 
Game. Ideal for 1-2 players. (Play instruction 
included.)

Product : cm 18.3 x 4.0 x 48.6                      
                inch 7.2 x 1.6 x 19.1

3y+

4629 
Ball Shoot Board Game
Shoot the balls into the holes! This board game 
contains a board with storage underneath, a 
stick, and 5 different color balls. Children can 
write the numbers or names on the board to 
create their own game’s rules.

Product : cm 23.1 x 35.5 x 7.2   
                inch 9.1 x 14.0 x 2.9 (board)

3y+



M
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Shake the cup
2-Sided Play

4630 
Ice Fishing Game
The winter is here! Let’s go ice fishing. Try to 
catch the fish by moving the Eskimo around the 
icecap. Move the Eskimo to the big hole when 
the fish is ‘hooked’ beneath to take the fish out. 
This toy encourages sense and concentration at 
the same time. 

Product : cm Ø 18.5 x 18.5 x 1.8   
                inch Ø 7.3 x 7.3 x 0.7 (base)

3y+

4633 
Shake N Flip
Shake it fast and make it flip! This game appeals 
to all ages. It encourages kids to create a 
valuable time with their family & friends and also 
helps develop motor skills. Start the game by 
turning over all tokens, then cover a token with 
a cup and shake to flip the colored side over as 
fast as you can. The player who can flip the most 
tokens is the winner. This set consists of 2 cups, 1 
dice, and 12 tokens. Ideal for 1-2 players.

Product : cm Ø 5.3 x 5.3   
                inch Ø 2.1 x 2.1 (cup)

3y+
4638
Stacking Logs
This is a strategic fun game which helps develop 
fine motor skills. The set consists of 10 blocks 
with different shapes, 2 sticks and 1 base. The 
player starts playing by using a hand to stack 
a log without making it fall. For an additional 
challenge, the player has to add the logs into 
the stick then hold the stick in one hand and 
stack a log on the base one by one. The player 
that can stack a log without making it fall is the 
winner. Ideal for 1-2 players.

Product : cm Ø 6.0 x 5.3 
 inch Ø 2.4 x 2.1 (base)

3y+
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4620
Pick-A-Berry
Help harvest the berries from the tree! Divide 
into 2 teams, select the color of berry and use 
the spoon with the same color to harvest. Each 
team will take turns to picking a berry without 
making it fall or move the tree. The team with 
the most berries is the winner! A fun game that 
also helps develop fine motor skills.

Product : cm 10.0 x 10.0 x 22.0 
       inch 3.9 x 3.9 x 8.6

3y+

5629
Fishing Game
Gone fishin’! The set includes 6 colorful fish, 
pond-blue fabric, and 2 fishing rods. Rods can 
be adjusted from beginner to advanced level.

Product : cm 1.7 x 4.3 x 2.0  
        inch 0.7 x 1.7 x 0.8 (fish)

3y+
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4627 
Timber Tumble
Let’s help the beaver at the dam! Use the stick 
to push out a log without making the beaver fall. 
Each player takes turn. The person who can save 
the beaver’s life wins. This game helps children 
develop hand-eyes coordination and strategic 
skills. Ideal for 1-4 players.

Product : cm 11.5 x 5.3 x 15.8        
                inch 4.6 x 2.1 x 6.3

3y+



4101
Balancing Cactus
It’s all about strategy! The player that can build 
and balance the cactus without making it fall is 
the winner. Ideal for 1-4 players. 

Product : cm 6.0 x 6.0 x 9.0 
 inch 2.4 x 2.4 x 3.5 (trunk)  

3y+

5140
Balancing Tree
Help develop fine motor skills. The player that 
can stack and balance the tree and the bird 
without making it fall is the winner. The set 
consists of 11 pieces of the tree and 6 birds.  

Product : cm 2.0 x 15.0 x 1.0           
                inch 0.8 x 5.9 x 0.4 (long block)

3y+
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5136
Balancing Boat

Help develop fine motor skills. Toss the dice to 
see what color you get, then choose an animal 
that have the same color as the one you rolled. 
The player that can balance the animals on the 
boat using the pincers without making it fall is 
the winner. The set consists of a boat, 6 pairs 
of animals, a dice, and a pincers. Ideal for 1 to 
4 players.   

Product : cm 3.0 x 19.3 x 5.5               
                inch 1.2 x 7.6 x 2.2 (boat)

3y+



5349
Balancing Monkeys
Hang the monkeys on the tree, but keep it 
balanced! Develop your child’s mathematical 
skills by having them calculate the correct 
distance required in order to keep the monkeys 
balanced.

Product : cm 27.5 x 8.5 x 20.0   
 inch 10.8 x 3.4 x 7.9

3y+
4118
Animal Memo
Consists of 24 wooden picture tiles featuring  
12 different kinds of animals. For 2-4 players. 
Bag included.  

Product : cm 5.0 x 5.0 x 1.0   
 inch 1.9 x 1.9 x 0.4

3y+

5639
Fruit & Veggie Domino
The 28 appetizing wooden domino tiles will 
delight any child’s mind! Features 7 different 
kinds of fruits and vegetables.  

Product : cm 4.0 x 8.0 x 1.0  
 inch 1.6 x 3.1 x 0.4

2y+

Theory of mind

5656
My Mood Memo

The set consists of 24 wooden tiles with 12 
dif ferent emotions. Children can learn how 
to match two identical emotions with this fun 
memory game! Skills include learning about the 
relationship of colors and emotions. Emotion 
Color Wheel can help visually group feeling and 
practice emotion vocabulary.

Product : cm Ø 6.7 x 1.5    
        inch Ø 2.7 x 0.6

2y+
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4636
Dog Puzzle
Have fun with this dog’s family! Kids can play 
it as a puzzle which helps develop problem 
solving and fine motor skills. Moreover, they 
can create a story from the figures to encourage 
imagination.

Product : cm 14.0 x 21.0 x 2.3 
 inch 5.5 x 8.3 x 0.9 (base)

18m+
4637
Cat Puzzle
Have fun with this cat’s family! Kids can play 
it as a puzzle which helps develop problem 
solving and fine motor skills. Moreover, they 
can create a story from the figures to encourage 
imagination.

Product : cm 14.0 x 21.0 x 2.3 
 inch 5.5 x 8.3 x 0.9 (base)

18m+

4634
Giraffe Puzzle
Have fun with this giraffe’s family! Kids can play 
it as a puzzle which helps develop problem 
solving and fine motor skills. Moreover, they 
can create a story from the figures to encourage 
imagination.

Product : cm 14.0 x 21.0 x 2.3 
 inch 5.5 x 8.3 x 0.9 (base)

18m+
4635
Elephant Puzzle

Have fun with this elephant’s family! Kids can 
play it as a puzzle which helps develop problem 
solving and fine motor skills. Moreover, they can 
create a story from the figures to encourage 
imagination.

Product : cm 14.0 x 21.0 x 2.3 
 inch 5.5 x 8.3 x 0.9 (base)

18m+
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2-Sided Play

5688
Marine Puzzle
This marine theme puzzle including shell, crab, 
tur tle, and whale, encourage kids to learn 
about marine life, develop problem solving, fine 
motor skills, and perfect for imaginative play.

Product : cm 22.0 x 22.0 x 3.3 
 inch 8.7 x 8.7 x 1.3  

12m+

5430
Puzzle Cubes
The blocks come with 4 different-sided illustrations 
with 1 side of numbers and 1 side of counting 
dots.  Children will have fun completing the pictures 
and learning the order of numbers.

Product : cm 4.0 x 4.0 x 4.0 
                inch 1.6 x 1.6 x 1.6 (cube)

2y+
5666
Weather Dress-Up
This colorful set encourages kids to learn how 
to dress for different weather. Kids love to talk 
about weather and make up stories. Flip the 
tiles upside down and it doubles as a stencil for 
added fun!

Product : cm 1.1 x 5.8 x 15.0   
 inch 0.4 x 2.3 x 5.9  

2y+
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5673
Chicken Puzzle
Enjoy with this chicken theme puzzle! This 
puzzle helps kids learn about a chicken’s life 
cycle as well as encourages problem solving 
and fine motor skills.

Product : cm 14.0 x 14.0 x 4.2  
                inch 5.5 x 5.5 x 1.7

12m+



--

More Than
Music
From early on, our children are exposed to 
music through nursery rhymes, lullabies, 
funny songs and even musical instruments 
played by parents or family members. As 
a child grows, it is natural for them to be 
exposed to musical toys - offering them the 
opportunity to touch and play with something 
that makes noise and responds to them.

Musical toys help our children learn in so 
many ways! For one, they encourage brain 
development in the area that processes 
language, speech, reading and listening, and 
other areas of development. They may ask 
themselves questions like ‘what sounds do  
I like?’ or ‘how do I use this instrument?’ Not 
to forget, their confidence is boosted when 
they make sounds that sound good to them 
and to others; and music brings happiness!

PlanToys musical toys help to fill the lives of our 
children with rhythm and improve their social 
and emotional well-being. Whether it is the 
Banjolele, Rhythm Box or Oval Xylophone, our 
hope is that your child finds joy and satisfaction 
in the vibrant play that our wooden musical 
toys provide.

Music
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2-Sided Play

6404
Solid Drum
A tympanic drum completed with a drumstick 
develops children’s spatial perception and arm 
muscles as well as auditory nerves. The drumstick 
has a rubber head to soften the sound.
Product : cm Ø 16.0 x 16.0 x 8.5  
                inch Ø 6.3 x 6.3 x 3.4

18m+

6410
Musical Band
Take center stage with this kid-sized musical 
set. Includes 2 different sized drums, a pair of 
drumsticks, a cymbal, and a guiro. The set stands 
over 13 inches tall. Drumheads are made from 
natural rubber.

Product : cm 35.0 x 18.8 x 30.4   
 inch 13.8 x 7.4 x 12.0

3y+

6425
Double Drum
The Double Drum features 2 sizes of drum and 
a pair of drumsticks. Drumheads are made of 
natural rubber.

Product: cm 30.2 x 15.5 x 6.6  
               inch 11.9 x 6.1 x 2.6 

3y+

6412 
Big Drum II
Beat a big beat with this big drum. Features an 
adjustable lanyard and a pair of drumsticks. 
Drumheads are made from natural rubber. 

Product : cm Ø 21.0 x 17.0   
                inch Ø 8.3 x 6.7 

3y+
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2-Sided Play

6423 
Rhythm Box
Get your kiddo’s creative music vibes going with 
this Rhythm Box. Inspired by the Cajon hand 
drumming box, our Rhythm Box is designed for 
having fun, and creating rhythm and tempo.

Product: cm 21.3 x 21.3 x 9.5 
               inch 8.4 x 8.4 x 3.7

3y+
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6427
Rain Maker
Turn this Rain Maker over and hear sounds of the 
tranquil rainfall. Combine with other PlanToys 
musical items to create a band!  

Product: cm 5.6 x 5.6 x 29.5  
               inch 2.2 x 2.2 x 11.6

18m+

6424 
Rhythm Box II
Get your kiddo’s creative music vibes going with 
this Rhythm Box. Inspired by the Cajon hand 
drumming box, kids can sit on the Rhythm Box 
II and drum away creating a nice rhythm and 
tempo.

Product: cm 23.1 x 17.5 x 27.4 
               inch 9.1 x 6.9 x 10.8

5y+



Tw
ist pegs to tune

6405
Oval Xylophone
This wooden xylophone features five colorful 
panels that help with hand-eye coordination. 
Please note this xylophone is made for fun and 
may not be musically accurate. 

Product : cm 28.0 x 18.0 x 7.0 
 inch 11.0 x 7.1 x 2.8

12m+

6416
Melody Xylophone
Strike a note with this brilliantly colored xylophone. 
The eight colored bars produce musical notes true  
to scale. Features a holder underneath the base  for 
the mallet.

Product : cm 35.0 x 12.0 x 6.0   
 inch 13.8 x 4.7 x 2.4

3y+

6422
Musical Set
Become little musicians! This music set comes 
with melody xylophone; cymbal and guiro that 
helps enhance hand-eye coordination and 
boost concentration skill.

Product : cm 34.8 x 23.1 x 13.2  
 inch 13.7 x 9.1 x 5.2

3y+

6411
Banjo
Inspire your child’s musical creativity and explore 
various sounds with the strum of this simple 
banjo.

Product : cm 16.2 x 31.8 x 5.8   
       inch 6.4 x 12.5 x 2.3

3y+
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6413
Clatter
Using an alternating up and down motion with 
both hands, the toy’s colorful segments will create 
various click-clack sounds. 

Product : cm 6.0 x 6.0 x 34.5 
 inch 2.4 x 2.4 x 13.6

18m+

6436
Banjolele
Inspire your child’s musical creativity and explore 
various sounds while strumming this Banjolele. It 
features 3 adjustable strings and 3 turning pegs. 
Strings are replaceable.

Product : cm 15.2 x 37.0 x 8.3     
                inch 6.0 x 14.6 x 3.3

3y+



6438
Ocarina
Create your own music by this Ocarina! Ocarina is  
an ancient wind musical instrument. It features  
a mouthpiece with 4 holes. 

Product: cm 6.0 x 7.2 x 3.9 
               inch 2.4 x 2.8 x 1.5

3y+

6437
Kazoo
Let’s make a funny sound from the Kazoo! 
This item is a simple musical instrument that 
produces a buzzing sound when the player 
speaks or sing into the mouthpiece.

Product: cm 7.0 x 7.0 x 12.1 
               inch 2.8 x 2.8 x 4.8

3y+

6435
Fish Castanet
Encourage your child’s musical side with this 
cute, simple percussion instrument. Combine 
with other PlanToys musical items to create a 
band! Available in 3 colors. (6 pcs per pack)

Product  : cm 6.6 x 8.4 x 4.8  
 inch 2.6 x 3.3 x 1.9

12m+

5627
Beetroot Clapper
Shake and tap this beetroot to make it clap. 
This clapper will make it fun and musical to 
learn about your veggies! Combine with other 
PlanToys musical items to form a rockin’ band! 
(6 pcs per pack)  

Product : cm 4.2 x 6.0 x 9.5 
 inch 1.7 x 2.4 x 3.7

12m+

5628
Pineapple Maraca
Shake up your next musical adventure with this 
tropical maraca. Combine with other PlanToys 
musical items to form a rockstar band!  
(6 pcs per pack) 

Product : cm 5.0 x 6.7 x 9.9  
 inch 2.0 x 2.6 x 3.9

12m+
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6401
Concertina
As the concertina is squeezed in and out, different 
notes and pitches play.  

Product : cm 20.0 x 10.0 x 10.0 
 inch 7.9 x 3.9 x 3.9

18m+
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Blocks & 
Construction
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Encourage
Your Little 
Creator
Your little one has a limitless imagination, 
and we know how much they enjoy toys 
that allow them to explore all that their 
creative world has to offer! Our various 
wooden blocks, construction sets and 
tools allow your child to build and construct 
whatever their imaginative soul desires 
while improving spatial recognition and 
fine motor skills. Additionally, block and 
construction play promotes development 
of problem-solving and mathematical 
ski l ls as children have to think to 
themselves ‘will this piece fit here?’ or 
‘how many blocks will it take to make this 
tower just as tall as the one next to it?’.

Whether your little one builds a castle, a 
home for their toy animals and dolls, or 
a tunnel for their toy cars to drive through 
- we know that our blocks and tools will 
give children the opportunity to enter a 
new creative realm!
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Color Mixing

5527 
Creative Blocks
Build a castle or a city! Let your creativity take 
over! Contains 46 pieces with 11 shapes. There 
are 18 color blocks and 28 natural blocks.

Product : Unit 35 mm

18m+

5535
50 Blocks
Contains 36 natural blocks and 14 color blocks. 
The set reinforces creativity, expands children’s 
thinking ability, and stimulates their imagination. 

Product : Unit 20 mm  

2y+
5523 
Water Blocks 
These 6 Water Blocks come in 2 shapes. Children 
can put the blocks together to learn about new 
colors.

Product : Unit 35 mm

3y+

5502
50 Unit Blocks
A great way to stimulate children’s interest and 
desire in building things. Consists of 12 shapes.

Product : Unit 35 mm

3y+

5508
Twisted Blocks
These twisted blocks help develop fine motor 
skills and stimulate kids’ imagination. There are 
8 pieces with 5 different shapes. Children can 
twist the blocks to transform into more shapes.

Product : cm 10.5 x 10.5 x 3.5   
  inch 4.1 x 4.1 x 1.4 (L-Shape)

2y+
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5650
Fairy Tale Blocks
Create your own version of happily ever after 
with this 35-piece fairy tale block set. Includes a 
prince, princess, horses, carriage, and a variety 
of colored and non-colored blocks. 

Product : cm 3.5 x 7.0 x 3.5  
 inch 1.4 x 2.8 x 1.4 (arch)

3y+

5651
Castle Blocks
Explore your imaginative side with this 35-piece 
castle-themed block set. Includes wooden knights, 
horse, and a variety of colored and non-colored 
blocks.

Product : cm 3.5 x 7.0 x 3.5  
 inch 1.4 x 2.8 x 1.4 (arch)

3y+

5696
Fantasy Blocks
Let your imagination run wild and build a medieval 
fantasy world complete with a functional catapult, 
a king and queen, a knight, 2 horses and even a 
flying dragon! Consists of 60 pieces.

Product : cm  7.0 x 1.9 x 7.0 
                inch 2.8 x 0.7 x 2.8 (door)

3y+
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    C
lick Clack

5642
Marble Run - Standard
Build a fantastic marble run with this brilliantly 
colored 20-piece set. Watch the marbles spiral 
and hop down the various pieces of track. 
Product : cm 6.5 x 6.5 x 18.8  
 inch 2.6 x 2.6 x 7.4 (tallest pole)

3y+

5643
Marble Run - Deluxe
Build a fantastic marble run with this brilliantly 
colored 30-piece set. Watch the marbles spiral 
and hop down the various pieces of track. 
Product : cm 6.5 x 6.5 x 25.8 
 inch 2.6 x 2.6 x 10.2 (tallest pole)

3y+
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ip

 to
 play another side

Can write with chalk

5540
Robot Tool Box
It’s a tool box that can transform into a robot! 
Not only you can build amazing things but 
also have your own robot play buddy. This set 
consists of 18 pieces of tools, which include a 
hammer, wrench with screwdriver, nuts and 
bolts and a tool box that can flip upside down 
to assemble into a robot.

Product : cm 20.5 x 11.0 x 13.0 
       inch 8.1 x 4.3 x 5.1

3y+
5539
Construction Set
This 40-piece set can be easily assembled 
and reassembled to create any imaginable form. 
2-in-1 wrench and screwdriver included.

Product : Unit 35 mm

3y+

5541
Workbench
This beautifully designed Workbench includes 
22 pieces of tools a hammer, wrench with 
screwdriver, nuts, and bolts. With a portable 
design, this workbench can be used on a table, 
shelf and even on the floor.

Product : cm 16.5 x 23.1 x 45.5                  
                inch 6.5 x 9.1 x 17.9 

3y+
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Pretend
Play
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Imaginative Me
Our children see possibility in all things. Their creative minds give them the 
freedom to experience and discover opportunity in all moments, places 
and relationships. They can imagine themselves being whomever they 
want to be - a makeup artist, a treehouse builder, a veterinarian, a chef 
and so much more. PlanToys wooden pretend-play toys may help make 
this possible!

Does your little one enjoy carrying around dad’s tool belt? Or do they 
express special interest in animals and pet care? How about helping out in 
the kitchen? Whatever your child wants to be or do, PlanToys pretend-play 
toys give them the opportunity to role-play the profession; and role-play is 
incredibly beneficial to a child’s creative, social, language, cognitive and 
emotional development!
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5674
My First Phone
Get a call with the PlanToys phone! A magnifier 
screen and a colourful beaded dial pad make 
a wonderful toy for interactive play and help to 
develop children’s dexterity and cognitive skills.

Product : cm 1.9 x 6.3 x 11.0  
  inch 0.8 x 2.5 x 4.3                   
Lens :  cm 3.4 x 4.4 x 5.0  
  inch 1.3 x 1.7 x 1.9

12m+

Magnifier Lens

Pretend Play

Role Play

Kaleidoscope
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5633
My First Camera
Get picture perfect views of your surroundings 
with this PlanToys camera. Point, focus, and 
click the camera and see the different images 
through the kaleidoscope lens!

Product : cm 10.0 x 5.2 x 8.0  
 inch 3.9 x 2.0 x 3.1 
Lens :  cm Ø 3.0 x 0.5  
 inch Ø 1.2 x 0.4

18m+



3451
Doctor Set
Pretend play as a real doctor and take care 
of your friends using this professional doctor 
set! Teaches children at a young age how to 
become sympathetic and empathetic. This set 
includes 5 basic medical equipments and a 
handy doctor case.

Product : cm 8.0 x 21.5 x 14.5 
 inch 3.1 x 8.5 x 5.7 (bag) 

3y+
3493
Dentist Set
Pretend to be a real dentist! This set teaches 
children at a young age to understand the 
importance of tooth care. It includes 4 basic dental 
tools, 1 toothbrush, 1 set of teeth with 3 spare teeth 
and 1 doctor case.

Product : cm 15.5 x 23.0 
  inch 6.1 x 9.1  (bag) 

3y+

Bell Sound

3490
Vet Set
Encourage your children to be empathetic and 
learn how to treat animals with this Vet Set. It 
consists of 3 basic medical equipments: a vaccine 
bottle, a bandage, a collar, 2 x-ray films, and a 
handy doctor bag. (Doll not included in set)

Product : cm 8.0 x 21.5 x 14.5 
  inch 3.1 x 8.5 x 5.7 (bag) 

3y+
3491
Pet Care Set
Prepare your kids to have responsibility before 
taking care of real life pets with this lovely toy!  
This set includes pet food, a bowl, a brush, a 
pet toy (ball), a collar, a pet passport, and a pet 
carry case. Children can play with their favorite 
plush toy friends. (Doll not included in set)

Product : cm 14.0 x 21.0 x 14.5 
  inch 5.5 x 8.3 x 5.7 (bag)

3y+
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3492
Hair Dresser Set
Pretend to be a hairstylist with this hair dresser set! 
Includes scissors, hair dryer, comb, straightener, 
hair clipper, and a waist bag. Kids will enjoy creating 
hairstyles on themselves, family members, friends 
or their dolls.

Product : cm 12.5 x 23.0 
  inch 4.9 x 9.1 (Bag)

3y+

Adjustable Belt

Adjustable Belt

Adjustable Belt

Pretend Play100 Role Play

3487
Makeup Set
Pretend play as a makeup artist with this set, 
includes a mirror, a brush, 5 pieces of cosmetic, 
and a waist bag. Kids will enjoy putting makeup 
on themselves, family members, friends, or 
their dolls.

Product : cm 22.5 x 12.0 
                inch 8.9 x 4.8 (bag)

3y+
3485
Tool Belt
Discover the joys of fixing and creating projects 
with our Tool Belt! Tools include: a hammer, a 
wrench,a screwdriver and a level. Kids can 
practice using the tools that included in the set.

Product : cm 23.0 x 12.5 
                inch 9.1 x 5.0 (bag)

3y+



3495
Wonky Fruit & Vegetables
A playful way to get in touch with Wonky 
Fruit & Vegetables! This toy teaches children 
to understand that the imperfect shapes 
do not reduce the benefits of these fruits 
and vegetables, and then they will learn to 
reduce food waste. It also helps enhance fine 
motor skills and hand-eye coordination. The 
set includes a knife and 5 sliceable fruits & 
vegetables: apple, pear, carrot, tomato and 
cucumber. Tactile details offer realistic play.

Product : cm 4.5 x 3.0 x 10.6  
  inch 1.7 x 1.2 x 4.2 (Carrot)

18m+
3431
5-Color Veggie Set
The 5-Color Veggie Set comes with a knife 
and 5 sliceable veggies: broccoli, bell pepper, 
pumpkin, garlic, and red cabbage. Children can 
learn about benefits of each colored vegetable. 
Tactile details offer realistic play.

Product : cm Ø 7.0 x 4.3  
   inch Ø 2.8 x 1.7 (pumpkin)

18m+

Pretend Play

Kitchen

For every set of Wonky Fruit & Vegetables you purchase, PlanToys will donate 1€ to Kromkommer to 
support all of their activities surrounding food waste. Find out more at www.kromkommer.com
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3600
Assorted Fruit Set
The set includes a cutting board, knife and 5 
sliceable fruits : orange, lemon, kiwi, strawberry, 
and apple. Tactile details offer realistic play. 

Product : cm 19.0 x 13.5 x 3.1 
        inch 7.5 x 5.3 x 1.2 (cutting board)

18m+
3601
Assorted Vegetable Set
The set includes a cutting board, knife, and 5 
sliceable veggies : tomato, mushroom, shallot, 
bell pepper, and cucumber. Tactile details offer 
realistic play.

Product : cm 19.0 x 13.5 x 3.1  
        inch 7.5 x 5.3 x 1.2 (cutting board)

18m+

3457
Meat Set
This set includes steak, fish, sausage, a chicken 
drumstick, salami, bologna, and a knife.

Product :  cm 4.0 x 4.0 x 6.0  
  inch 1.6 x 1.6 x 2.4 (sausage)

18m+
3416 
Assorted Fruit & Vegetable           
The set includes an apple, a pear, a lemon, an 
orange, a banana, a cucumber, a mushroom, a 
carrot, a knife, and a tray.

Product : cm 13.0 x 25.0 x 5.0   
 inch 5.1 x 9.8 x 2.0 (tray)

3y+

3464 
Sandwich Meal
Includes 2 slices of bread and onion, 1 plate,  
1 banana, and 1 slice of cheese, ham, cucumber, 
and tomato. 

Product : cm Ø 13.0 x 1.3 
 inch Ø 5.1 x 0.5 (plate)

3y+
3466
Spaghetti
Includes spaghetti, 1 plate, 1 fork, 1 spoon,  
1 slice of garlic bread, 2 slices of mushroom 
and onion, and 3 slices of tomato. 

Product :  cm Ø 13.0 x 1.3 
 inch Ø 5.1 x 0.5 (plate) 

3y+
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3415 
Breakfast Menu
The set includes 2 slices of bread, a bun, a sausage, 
a slice of bacon, cheese, a fried egg, a boiled egg, 
salt, pepper, and a tray.

Product :  cm 18.0 x 25.5 x 5.0  
 inch 7.1 x 10.0 x 2.0 (tray)

3y+
3602
Breakfast Menu
Get a start on the day with a big breakfast. 
Includes 9 pieces of food, 4 pieces of tableware, 
salt, and pepper.

Product : cm Ø 12.6 x 1.3 
 inch Ø 5.0 x 0.5 (plate) 

2y+

Can write with chalk

2-Sided Play
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3486
Ice Cream Set
Create your own ice cream combo! The set 
includes: 3 different ice cream scoops, 1 topping, 
2 cones, and 1 scooper. This toy helps enhance 
fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination.

Product : cm 26.0 x 10.0 x 6.0 
                inch 10.2 x 3.9 x 2.4 (tray)

3y+

3488
Birthday Cake Set
The set consists of two-sided play of cake 
with different toppings, a plate, a knife, a dark 
chocolate bar, and 6 removable candles. The 
cake can also be cut into 6 slices and kid can 
write the name on the chocolate bar with chalk. 
This toy is perfect for imaginative play and 
fraction teaching. 

Product : cm 15.8 x 15.8 x 1.2 
                inch 6.3 x 6.3 x 0.5 (tray)

3y+

3489
Bakery Stand Set
The set consists of 1 two-tier cake stand, 1 sandwich, 
1 slice of Swiss roll, 1 chocolate cake, 2 biscuits, and 
2 cupcakes.

Product :  cm 15.7 x 15.7 x 18.9 
 inch 6.2 x 6.2 x 7.5 (stand)

3y+



3433 
Tea Set
The Tea Set consists of teapot, sugar bowl, milk 
pitcher, 2 tea cups, 2 saucers, 2 teaspoons, 2 
tea bags, and 2 sugar cubes.

Product : cm 7.0 x 9.0 x 11.0  
 inch 2.8 x 3.5 x 4.3 (tea pot)

3y+

3605
Tableware Set
Set the table with this colorful kid-sized tableware. 
Includes two place settings - 2 plates, 2 bowls, 2 
cups, 2 forks, 2 knives, and 2 spoons.

Product : cm Ø 12.6 x 1.3   
 inch Ø 5.0 x 0.5 (plate)

3y+
3604
Tea Set 
Have tea-time with friends. Includes two place 
settings - teapot, sugar bowl, milk pitcher, 2 tea 
cups, 2 saucers, 2 teaspoons, 2 tea bags, and 
2 sugar cubes.

Product : cm 7.5 x 10.0 x 9.4  
 inch 3.0 x 3.9 x 3.7 (pot and lid)

3y+

3414
Tableware Set
The set includes 2 plates, 2 bowls, 2 knives,  
2 spoons, and 2 forks.

Product : cm 13.2 x 13.2 x 1.2  
 inch 5.2 x 5.2 x 0.5 (plate)

3y+
3413
Cooking Utensils
The set includes frying pan, pot with lid, saucepan, 
spatula, and turner.

Product : cm 12.7 x 21.6 x 3.6  
 inch 5.0 x 8.5 x 1.4 (frying pan)

2y+

3450
Baking Utensils
Includes a rolling pin, measuring spoons, whisk, 
pastry cutter, and a spatula.

Product  : cm 3.5 x 3.5 x 19.0  
 inch 1.4 x 1.4 x 7.5 (rolling pin)

3y+
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3432
Food & Beverage Set 
Includes orange juice, water, milk, ketchup, jam, 
and honey.

Product : cm 4.5 x 4.5 x 12.0  
      inch 1.8 x 1.8 x 4.7 (orange juice)

3y+

2-Sided Play

3482  
Portable Kitchen

The Portable Kitchen includes two different 
sizes of stoves, a frying pan, and a spatula. It 
also features underneath storage and with its 
portable design kids can  keep the kitchenware 
in and carry to play anywhere.  

Product : cm 27.9 x 16.8 x 6.6  
  inch 11.0 x 6.6 x 2.6

    

3y+

3603
Kitchen Set
A beautifully designed Kitchen Set includes 
stoves with turning knobs, oven, a frying pan, 
a pot, and a spatula. The portable design can 
be used on a table, shelf and even on the floor.

Product : cm 18.2 x 30.5 x 38.0                   
 inch 7.2 x 12.0 x 15.0

2y+

3481 
Shopping Cart

Shop around or transport your kiddo’s things 
with this Shopping Cart!  It is modeled from a 
traditional shopping cart. It features a sturdy 
base, reinforced rubber wheels and a big 
enough compartment to place your kiddo’s 
things into. (Accessories not included)

Product : cm 24.6 x 31.0 x 40.6  
  inch 9.7 x 12.2 x 16.0

    

2y+
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Pretend Play

Dollhouse

Sliding Window
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7124 
Victorian Dollhouse
This dollhouse has 3 floors including an attic. Each floor 
is accessible with panels and realistic sashes that slide 
open and shut. Additional attic space can also be made 
into any room your child desires. 

Product : cm 64.0 x 32.0 x 73.0                      
                inch 25.2 x 12.6 x 28.7

3y+
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Sliding Doors

7110 
My First Dollhouse
The dollhouse consists of a balcony, sliding doors, 
and space available for 4 rooms.

Product : cm 62.5 x 47.0 x 57.5                 
                inch 24.6 x 18.5 x 22.6

3y+

7340 
Basement for My First Dollhouse
This basement provides an excellent way for your 
children to extend their dollhouse. 

Product : cm 62.5 x 35.0 x 25.0   
 inch 24.6 x 13.8 x 9.8

3y+

9012
Dining Room - Classic

Product : cm 10.0 x 4.5 x 15.0  
                inch 3.9 x 1.8 x 5.9 (cupboard)

3y+

9015
Living Room - Classic

Product : cm 11.0 x 5.0 x 6.0  
       inch 4.3 x 2.0 x 2.4 (couch)

3y+

9014
Bathroom - Classic

Product : cm 6.0 x 14.0 x 3.0   
       inch 2.4 x 5.5 x 1.2 (bathtub)

3y+

9502
Children’s Bedroom - Classic

Product : cm 7.0 x 13.5 x 12.5  
 inch 2.8 x 5.3 x 5.1 (bed) 

3y+
9016
Bedroom - Classic
Product : cm 12.0 x 17.0 x 6.0   
       inch 4.7 x 6.7 x 2.4 (bed)

3y+

9013
Kitchen - Classic

Product : cm 6.5 x 4.6 x 15.0  
  inch 2.6 x 1.8 x 5.9 (stove)

3y+



7304
Children’s Room - Neo

Product : cm 7.0 x 14.0 x 14.0    
                inch 2.8 x 5.5 x 5.5 (bunk bed)

3y+
7306
Dining Room - Neo
Product : cm 12.0 x 5.0 x 14.0  
                inch 4.7 x 2.0 x 5.5 (cupboard) 

3y+
7307
Living Room - Neo
Product : cm 12.9 x 5.0 x 6.0 
                inch 5.1 x 2.0 x 2.4 (sofa) 

3y+

Pretend Play108 Dollhouse

7150
Terrace Dollhouse
This three-level dollhouse features movable 
partitions, windows, a door, a staircase, and a 
second floor terrace. 

Product : cm 55.0 x 43.9 x 61.5 
                inch 21.7 x 17.3 x 24.2

3y+



7308
Bathroom - Neo 

Product : cm 14.0 x 6.0 x 3.0 
                inch 5.5 x 2.4 x 1.2 (bathtub)

3y+
7309
Bedroom - Neo

Product : cm 14.8 x 16.2 x 5.0 
                inch 5.8 x 6.4 x 2.0 (bed) 

3y+
7310
Kitchen - Neo 

Product : cm 5.0 x 5.0 x 14.8  
                inch 2.0 x 2.0 x 5.8 (refrigerator)

3y+
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7141 
Chalet Dollhouse with Furniture
This dollhouse is made up of 2 units which can be 
arranged in various ways. The dollhouse has a huge 
skylight in the roof and 2 movable staircases. This set 
includes 5 sets of Modern Furniture Set.

Product : cm 50.0 x 36.1 x 60.0 
                 inch 19.7 x 14.2 x 23.6 (large unit)

3y+



7347
Living Room

Product : cm 9.9 x 5.3 x 6.1  
                inch 3.9 x 2.1 x 2.4 (sofa)

3y+
7348
Dining Room
Product : cm 10.9 x 6.1 x 5.8   
                inch 4.3 x 2.4 x 2.0 (table)

3y+
7349
Parents Room

Product : cm 9.4 x 16 x 5.1   
                inch 3.7 x 6.3 x 2.0 (bed)

3y+
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7156
Green Dollhouse with Furniture
The dollhouse’s energy efficient design includes a wind 
turbine, a solar cell panel, electric inverter, recycling 
bins, a rain barrel, a biofacade, and a blind that can 
adjust the amount of sunlight and air circulation.

Product : cm 45.5 x 55.5 x 56.7 
       inch 17.9 x 21.9 x 22.3 (large unit)

3y+



7350
Children Room

Product : cm 7.1 x 14.5 x 6.6  
 inch 2.8 x 5.7 x 2.6 (bunk bed)

3y+
7351
Bathroom

Product : cm 6.6 x 7.6 x 13   
                inch 2.6 x 3 x 5.1 (shower area)

3y+
7352
Kitchen

Product : cm 7.6 x 4.6 x 7.1 
                inch 3.0 x 1.8 x 2.8 (bar table)

3y+

1112-Sided Play

7610
Creative Play House
Kids can be their own architect with this modular and compact 
concept dollhouse! This modern living house has 3 units 
that can be arranged in various ways, over 10 different ways 
actually! It features 1 movable staircase, 2 solar cell roofs that 
can flip and create into a garden, 6 movable decoration walls, 
2 glass fences and sets of modern furniture for a bedroom, a 
living room, a bathroom, a kitchen, and dining room.  (Includes 
total of 28 pieces)

Product : cm 36.0 x 36.0 x 16.5 
       inch 14.2 x 14.2 x 6.5 (large unit)

3y+
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7611 
Slide N Go Dollhouse
Design your own space with this unique compact dollhouse!  
The dollhouse is portable for carrying around and fully 
assembled. It is made up of 3 units which can be arranged in 
various ways by sliding and setting. It features a chandelier,  
2 sliding doors, and sets of modern furniture for a bedroom,  
a living room, a bathroom, a kitchen and a dining room.  
(Includes total of 20 pieces)

Product : cm 24.5 x 36.0 x 32.4                          
                inch 9.7 x 14.2 x 12.8 (big house)

3y+



7329
Nursery

Product : cm 7.0 x 11.0 x 8.0  
 inch 2.8 x 4.3 x 3.1 (bed)

3y+

9406
Accessories for Kitchen 
& Tableware

Product : cm 4.0 x 6.0 x 4.0  
                inch 1.6 x 2.4 x 1.6 (microwave)

3y+
7314
Pet & Accessories

Product : cm 8.0 x 5.6 x 8.6  
                inch 3.1 x 2.2 x 3.4 (kennel)

3y+

7153
Playground
This set features a swing, slide, seesaw, and 
sandbox with a bucket.

Product : cm 28.7 x 23.2 x 14.0  
 inch 11.3 x 9.1 x 5.5 (swing and slider)

3y+
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9844
Vegetable Garden
The set includes a wheelbarrow, watering can, 
spade, 4 vegetable beds and removable carrots, 
radishes, turnips, and cauliflowers.

Product : cm 10.0 x 4.0 x 2.0   
                inch 3.9 x 1.6 x 0.8 (vegetable bed)

3y+



1345
Doll Family
Product : cm 6.1 x 3.0 x 13.0  
 inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 (dad)

3y+

7415
Doll Family
Product : cm 6.1 x 3.0 x 13.0  
 inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 (dad)

3y+

7417
Doll Family
Product : cm 6.1 x 3.0 x 13.0  
 inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 (dad)

3y+

7142
Doll Family
Product : cm 6.1 x 3.0 x 13.0  
 inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 (dad)

3y+

7416
Doll Family
Product : cm 6.1 x 3.0 x 13.0 
 inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 (dad)

3y+

9850          9851
Grandfather  Grandmother 
Product : cm 6.1 x 3.0 x 13.0  
 inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1

3y+
7404          7406
Boy               Girl   
Product : cm 2.0 x 1.3 x 4.1  
 inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 

3y+

Pretend Play114 Dollhouse
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Doll (Bulk Pack) 3y+

(4 PCS PER PACK)

1381
African American Dad

1385
Asian Dad

1382
African American Mom

1386
Asian Mom

1383
African American Girl

1387
Asian Girl

1384
African American Boy

1388
Asian Boy

Product : cm 6.0 x 3.0 x 13.0  
                inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 

Product : cm 6.0 x 3.0 x 13.0  
                inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 

Product : cm 6.0 x 3.0 x 13.0  
                inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 

Product : cm 6.0 x 3.0 x 13.0  
                inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 

Product : cm 5.0 x 3.0 x 10.0 
                inch 2.0 x 1.2 x 4.0 

Product : cm 5.0 x 3.0 x 10.0 
                inch 2.0 x 1.2 x 4.0 

Product : cm 5.0 x 3.0 x 10.0 
                inch 2.0 x 1.2 x 4.0 

Product : cm 5.0 x 3.0 x 10.0 
                inch 2.0 x 1.2 x 4.0 

1377
Caucasian Dad

1378
Caucasian Mom

1375
Hispanic Girl

1379
Caucasian Girl

1380
Caucasian Boy

Product : cm 6.0 x 3.0 x 13.0 
                inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 

Product : cm 6.0 x 3.0 x 13.0 
                inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1  

Product : cm 6.0 x 3.0 x 13.0 
                inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 

Product : cm 6.0 x 3.0 x 13.0 
                inch 2.4 x 1.2 x 5.1 

Product : cm 5.0 x 3.0 x 10.0 
                inch 2.0 x 1.2 x 4.0 

Product : cm 5.0 x 3.0 x 10.0 
                inch 2.0 x 1.2 x 4.0 

Product : cm 5.0 x 3.0 x 10.0 
                inch 2.0 x 1.2 x 4.0 

Product : cm 5.0 x 3.0 x 10.0 
                inch 2.0 x 1.2 x 4.0 

1376
Hispanic Boy

1373
Hispanic Dad

1374
Hispanic Mom



Pretend Play

PlanWorldTM

Our rubber toys are made of 100% natural rubber with the safest formula for our children, toy 
makers, and the environment. We see how important play is and want to provide children with 
the ultimate fun; therefore, our products are made to suit to all weather conditions and children 

can enjoy playing with them both outdoors and indoors.
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6273
Road & Rail - Starter Set

Create your own way and start the journey! This 
set comes with 8 pieces of two-sided rubber 
tracks and a car. The tracks feature both two 
lane rail and road way. As the rubber is flexible, 
The flexibility of the rubber allows kids to enjoy 
creating a road or railway anywhere they want. 
The open ended set promotes endless creativity 
and imagination. (Train not included)

Product : cm 51.4 x 51.4 x 0.6   
  inch 20.2 x 20.2 x 0.2 (loop) 

3y+

6274
Road & Rail - Standard Set

Create your own way and start the journey! This 
set comes with 11 pieces of two-sided rubber tracks 
and a car. The tracks feature both two lane rail and 
road way. As the rubber is flexible, The flexibility of 
the rubber allows kids to enjoy creating a road or 
railway anywhere they want. The open ended set 
promotes endless creativity and imagination. (Train 
not included)

Product : cm 94.6 x 51.4 x 0.6   
  inch 37.2 x 20.2 x 0.2 (loop)

3y+

Flexible2-Sided Play

 51.4 cm / 20.2 inch

94.6 cm / 37.2 inch
11 pieces

8 pieces
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6078 
Road System (Deluxe)
The Road System (Deluxe) includes tracks, cars, 
lights, and trees. (38 pieces)

Product : cm 95.0 x 75.0 x 18.0  
  inch 37.4 x 29.5 x 7.1 (loop)

3y+

6203
Set of Traffic Signs & Lights

Product : cm 2.5 x 2.5 x 7.0 
       inch 1.0 x 1.0 x 2.8

3y+

6010
Set of Traffic Signs & Lights (USA)
Product : cm 2.5 x 2.5 x 7.0  
       inch 1.0 x 1.0 x 2.8

3y+
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6272
Fire Station

Get ready and prepare for an emergency! This 
set consists of a fire station with 15 accessories. 
The fire station has 3 floors, a helipad, a bell, 
a sliding pole and a garage. Kids will enjoy 
pretending to be a fire fighter and creating a 
story. (Helicopter not included)

Product : cm 54.0 x 37.9 x 48.1   
  inch 21.3 x 14.9 x 18.9 

3y+
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Can write with chalk

6270
Race N Play Parking Garage

It’s a fun time for kids to race and park their cars with 
this Race N Play Parking Garage! The garage comes 
with a helipad on the top floor and multiple parking 
lots for more fun. The black exterior offers endless 
creativity for kids to illustratively design their own 
kind of garage. This set is easy to assemble.

Product : cm 51.6 x 43.0 x 17.0 
 inch 20.4 x 17.0 x 6.7

3y+

6022
Mini Trucks 
Product : cm 3.0 x 5.0 x 2.7  
  inch 1.2 x 2.0 x 1.1

3y+
6060
Helicopter with Pilot

Product : cm 5.5 x 14.7 x 7.5  
       inch 2.2 x 5.8 x 3.0

3y+

6024
Cars II

Product : cm 3.0 x 5.0 x 2.7 
  inch 1.2 x 2.0 x 1.1

3y+

6043
Car Transporter

Product :  cm 3.0 x 16.0 x 4.5  
  inch 1.2 x 6.3 x 1.8

3y+
6234
Fire Engine

Product : cm 3.2 x 11.5 x 5.2  
  inch 1.3 x 4.5 x 2.1

3y+
6005
Logging Truck

Product : cm 3.0 x 14.0 x 4.5  
 inch 1.2 x 5.5 x 1.8

3y+
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6073
City Taxi & Police Car

Product : cm 3.0 x 6.0 x 2.5  
       inch 1.2 x 2.4 x 1.0

3y+
6003
Delivery Vans

Product : cm 3.0 x 4.8 x 3.2  
       inch 1.2 x 1.9 x 1.3

3y+
6071
Family Cars

Product :  cm 3.0 x 5.0 x 2.2 
  inch 1.2 x 2.0 x 1.0

3y+

6006
Cargo Truck 
Product : cm 3.0 x 14.0 x 4.5  
       inch 1.2 x 5.5 x 1.8

3y+
6049
School Bus

Product : cm 3.0 x 9.8 x 3.8  
       inch 1.2 x 3.9 x 1.5

3y+

6271
Parking Garage+

The Parking Garage has 3 floors of parking 
space, a working elevator tower, helipad,  
2 cars, and electric charging station.

Product :  cm 43.7 x 60.0 x 33.7  
 inch 18.6 x 23.6 x 13.3

3y+
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6047
Highway Maintenance

Product : cm 3.0 x 8.4 x 5.1  
       inch 1.2 x 3.3 x 2.0  

3y+

6014
Road Construction Set
Product : cm 3.8 x 14.2 x 4.8  
       inch 1.5 x 5.6 x 1.9

3y+

6086 
Crane Set
This set consists of a crane, construction sign, 
street hazard signs, concrete mixer, and 2 figures 
of a foreman and worker. With the pulley, the 
crane can be rotated and loaded with building 
materials.

Product :  cm 44.0 x 22.0 x 48.4  
 inch 17.3 x 8.7 x 19.1

3y+

6087
Construction Vehicle
Product : cm 4.0 x 13.0 x 10.7  
  inch 1.6 x 5.1 x 4.2  

3y+
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6624 
Camping Set
Let’s go camping! The Camping Set includes a tent, 
a camper, a cup, a kettle, a backpack, a guitar, a 
lantern, sleeping bag, a log, a fish, a tree ,and of 
course the campfire. 

Product : cm 11.9 x 11.9 x 10.9               
                inch 4.7 x 4.7 x 4.3 (tent)

3y+

6626 
Tree House
Get closer to nature by spending your time in 
the Tree House. This set includes a tree house, a 
figure, a squirrel, 3 mushrooms, a chest, a lantern, 
table and chair, a removable ladder, a rope tree 
swing, and a working pulley. 

Product :  cm 16.0 x 13.2 x 18.8  
 inch 6.3 x 5.2 x 7.4 (tree)

3y+

6625 
Animal Set
Get in touch with nature and travel through a forest 
to see some amazing animals! The Animal set 
consists of an owl, a squirrel, a beaver, a deer, a 
rabbit, a duck, a bear, a fish, 4 timber logs, 2 trees, 
and a mountain that features a cave and waterfall. 

Product : cm 18 x 16.0 x 4.3  
       inch 7.1 x 6.3 x 1.7 (mountain)

3y+
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6264
Family
Product : cm 2.5 x 2.0 x 5.8  
       inch 1.0 x 0.8 x 2.3 

3y+

6267
Tradesman
Product : cm 2.5 x 2.0 x 5.8  
       inch 1.0 x 0.8 x 2.3 

3y+

6265
Family 
Product : cm 2.5 x 2.0 x 5.8  
       inch 1.0 x 0.8 x 2.3 

3y+

6268
Service Crew
Product : cm 2.5 x 2.0 x 5.8  
       inch 1.0 x 0.8 x 2.3 

3y+

6266
Family
Product : cm 2.5 x 2.0 x 5.8  
       inch 1.0 x 0.8 x 2.3 

3y+

6269
Rescue Crew
Product : cm 2.5 x 2.0 x 5.8 
       inch 1.0 x 0.8 x 2.3 

3y+

6105
Pirate Ship
The design and function is based on an actual 
pirate ship. The vessel has a gangway at the 
back that can be opened to move cargo into the 
storage room.

Product : cm 15.2 x 26.5 x 34.0 
       inch 6.0 x 10.4 x 13.4

3y+
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8247
Play Table

Product : cm 90.0 x 123.5 x 40.0  
  inch 35.4 x 48.6 x 15.8 

3y+

8248 
Drawer
Product : cm 55.0 x 83.5 x 22.0  
  inch 21.7 x 32.9 x 8.7

3y+
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